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“To understand what other people are doing, we have to place their 
action into a context of narrative history” Throgmorton (1996). 







































relative!to!the!street.!Some!front!side!streets!rather!than!Franklin,!while!others!seemingly!have!no!purposeful!front!at!all,!nestled!instead!into!the!steeply!sloping!terrain.!A!planner!describes!this!transition!as!we!drive!it!during!our!mobile!interview:!“Having!been!down!here!on!foot,!one!of!the!things!I!don't!like!about!this!historical!section!is!that!the!sidewalk!essentially!disappears!a!few!blocks!down!from!here.!It's!interesting,!you!know,!it!is!a!lot!like!Atlanta.!It's!very!winding!and!narrow,!so!it!slows!people!down.!A!lot!of!times!planners!come!off!as!being!against!driving.!I!am!for!driving.!I!am!for!driving!being!enjoyable.!This!is!an!enjoyable!place!to!drive.!Actually!it!could!be!more!multiVmodal.!It!could!be!more!oriented!towards!pedestrians!and!bicyclists!than!it!currently!is.”(002)!!! I!asked!this!planner!to!elaborate!on!how!such!a!change!would!appear:!! “So!this!is!a!very!narrow!corridor,!so!I!don't!have!a!specific!idea!in!mind.!I!think!coming!into!downtown,!it's!not!necessary!to!maintain!four!lanes!coming!into!downtown,!which!is!what!we!are!on!right!now.!And!just!having!a!sidewalk!with!at!least!a!little!bit!of!set!back!from!the!lanes,!you!can!see!here!(as!we!travel!down!the!large!hill!on!Franklin!Street)!that!setback!goes!down!to!almost!nothing.!“It's!interesting,!because!there!are!alternative!routes!into!downtown,!and!in!some!ways!you!could!say!the!greenways!are!the!alternative!routes!for!biking.!Here's!someone!biking!up!the!corridor!right!now.!For!me!this!hill!is!kind!of!steep,!but!I'm!glad!to!see!some!people!still!feel!comfortable!doing!it.!But!when!you!have!narrow!lanes!they're!good!for!slowing!the!cars!down!but!they’re!bad!for!the!biking.!Most!would!prefer!either!a!bike!lane!or!a!wide!shoulder.”(002)!!! At!the!bottom!of!the!hill!Franklin!Street!crosses!Bolin!Creek!on!a!fiveVlane!bridge!providing!sufficient!clearance!to!accommodate!an!unseen!greenway!trail!below.!Here!the!change!is!even!more!pronounced!from!the!modestly!scaled!residential!development!and!relatively!compact!character!of!downtown!Chapel!Hill,!to!the!autoVoriented!hodgepodge!of!retail,!offices,!residential!along!East!Franklin!Street,!north!and!east!of!Bolin!Creek.!Roadway!dimensions!widen.!Tree!canopies!diverge.!Parking!lots!become!larger!and!more!prominent.!Parenthetically,!north!of!downtown!Chapel!Hill!along!Martin!Luther!King!Boulevard!V!outside!this!specific!case!study!V!a!similar!transition!in!the!character!of!the!roadway!and!adjacent!development!occurs!heading!towards!the!county!seat!of!Hillsborough.!Back!to!East!Franklin!Street,!the!fiveVlane!section!continues!unaltered!for!a!mile!or!so!between!Bolin!Creek!and!Fordham!Boulevard,!forming!the!segment!considered!in!the!section!that!follows.!!!
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![So!that!entire!effort,!largely!Z!this!is!what!I!am!hearing!you!say!Z!largely!was!an!effort!of!political!leadership,!more!so!than!planning!leadership,!or!civic!or!citizen!advocacy!organizations?]!!“Yes.!Yes.!And!it!was!stimulated!because!the!council!was!being!forced!to!acknowledge,!and!the!Town!Manager!was!forcing!them!to!acknowledge,!that!we!were!going!broke.”(015)![Okay.]!!“I!mean,!during!the!recession!they!kept!taking!money!out!of!the!fund!balance!and!out!of!the!capital!facilities!fund!to!cover!operating!expenses,!so!that!they!didn't!have!to!lay!off!people.!And!we!just!Z!financially,!we!had!an!unsustainable!trend!line.!So,!and!the!council!understood!that.!They!just!would!find!themselves!worn!out,!paralyzed,!miserable,!in!these!meetings!where!specific!projects!would!come!up!and!there!would!be!organized!opposition.!And!they!went!through!a!lot!of!5Z4!votes.!A!couple!of!things!got!turned!down!that!really!shouldn't!have!gotten!turned!down.!So!they!were!getting!sick!of!having!to!listen!to!the!same!people!all!the!time,!although!they!still!had!to!listen!to!them!throughout!all!of!this!process.”(015)![But!they!wanted!a!more!formalized!structure?]!!“They!wanted!to!be!able!to!say!that!'thousands!of!people!in!the!community!worked!on!this!plan,!and!bought!into!it,!and!this!is!what!the!community!wants.'!They!wanted!that!kind!of!political!mandate,!I!believe.”(015)!!! With!that!backdrop!of!political!support!for!the!comprehensive!plan!and!more!broadly!of!changing!the!typically!highly!contentious,!councilZlevel!reviews!of!every!proposed!project!that!had!prevailed!for!years!in!Chapel!Hill,!council!sought!a!different!model!of!development!regulation.!The!Ephesus!Fordham!plan!is!derived!jointly!from!these!interests!in!creating!a!clearer!regulatory!review!process,!attentiveness!to!the!municipal!tax!revenue!base,!and!a!desire!to!channel!higher!densities!and!broader!housing!options!into!desired!growth!areas!across!the!town.!Largely!due!to!the!extent!of!surface!parking!and!single!story!building!stock,!an!area!around!East!Franklin!and!Fordham!was!identified!as!ripe!for!redevelopment,!and!was!delineated!and!rezoned!as!the!Ephesus/Fordham!plan.!!! One!respondent!captures!the!broad!characteristics!of!this!area!while!transitioning!from!speaking!about!the!desirability!of!what!had!been!the!temporary!location!of!the!town!library!at!University!Mall,!to!the!broader!rationale!of!urbanizing!this!area:!!! “This!is!so!much!more!logical,!because!you've!already!got!a!significant!amount!of!residential!development!around!it.!You've!already!got!community!facilities!around!it.!You've!got!a!community!center!park.!I!think!we!are!talking!about!Estes!on!the!south,!Franklin!on!the!west,!and!Fordham!on!the!east.!They!converge!at!this!triangle.!That's!the!area!that!I!would!think!of!as!a!second!downtown!for!Chapel!Hill.”!(002)!!The!respondent!returns!to!the!notion!of!a!second!downtown!later!in!our!interview:!
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!! “But!there!is!really!a!need!for!a!second!downtown!out!here.!Just!with!the!growth!that!Chapel!Hill!has!had,!this!is!the!primary!concentration!of!retail!development,!if!you!count!University!Mall!and!Eastgate!together,!and!it's!not!really!mixed!use.!It's!not!really!walkable.!It!could!be!much!more!than!it!is.!Right!now!it's!really!oriented!towards!auto!access.”(002)!!! Prospects!for!a!‘second’!downtown!have!prompted!careful!consideration!on!the!part!of!the!town!as!to!relationship!and!impacts!such!a!newly!crafted!area!would!have!on!the!viability!and!character!of!the!existing!downtown.!“Well!I!think!college!downtowns!always!have!that!unique!interface!between!town!and!gown.!So!there!is!something!inherently!attractive!about!the!bustle!of!people,!and!the!freshness!of!having!students!coming!in!every!year;!you!get!a!sense!of!time!and!all!that.!When!we!think!about!developing!out!in!Ephesus/Fordham!area,!our!first!goal!was!not!to!replicate!downtown.!It!was!to!let!it!be!it's!own!place.!But!we!did!spend!a!lot!of!time!thinking!about,!well,!what!makes!a!good!place!here.!The!general!agreement!was,!well,!this!is!a!community!that!cares!about!bicycle!connections,!pedestrian!connections,!and!having!some!sense!of!place,!and!we!have!expensive!tastes!when!it!comes!to!services,!and!things!that!we!want,!like!transit.!So!how!do!we!maximize!the!revenue!and!provide!those!amenities!that!people!really!care!about.”(007)!!! Again,!attentiveness!to!increasing!municipal!revenue!is!cited!as!a!key!objective!of!the!plan.!The!project’s!origins,!unsurprisingly,!were!anchored!in!economic!development!through!recognition!and!articulation!of!the!redevelopment!potential!of!the!area.!“But!it!started!in!2010!with!Dwight!Bassett!(the!Town’s!Economic!Development!Director)!leading!a!small!area!plan,!because!our!Economic!Development!Committee!said!why!on!earth!do!we!have!all!this!mess!out!here!of!suburban!style!commercial!and!stuff.!So!it!was!really!an!economic!development!led!project!up!until!we!finally!got!this!package!to!council!back!in!January.”(007)!!! The!Economic!Development!Committee’s!work!fed!into!the!subsequent!comprehensive!planning!effort,!making!Ephesus/Fordham!area!one!of!the!logical!targeted!areas!for!growth!through!redevelopment.!The!Economic!Development!Director’s!close!linkage!to!the!project!is!reflected!in!multiple!comments:!!“The!Ephesus!Fordham!plan!was!a!recommendation!that!came!out!of!the!2020!plan.!For!one,!I!was!glad!it!was!approved.!I!was!concerned!if!it!didn't!get!approved!that!Dwight!Bassett!(the!Economic!Development!Director)!would!have!turned!his!letter!of!resignation!in!the!next!day!to!the!down.”(012)!!!And,!!
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of!water.!And!we!can't!even!move!ahead!with!an!application!for!site!plans!on!there!until!we!get!all!this!stuff!fleshed!out!with!DOT,!which!has!taken!months!so!far.”(012)!!! In!this!response!challenges!of!implementation!began!to!surface,!yet!such!challenges!arise!from!multiple!angles.!One!challenge!is!that!the!northernmost!connection!between!Franklin!and!Fordham!Z!clipping!the!top!of!the!triangle!Z!is!a!private!street!through!Eastgate!Shopping!Center.!Its!role!in!the!street!network!is!key,!though,!as!the!extension!of!Ephesus!Church!Road!across!Fordham!Boulevard.!One!respondent!comments!on!challenges!presented!by!this!private!ownership,!challenges!that!have!impacted!the!town’s!transit!operations!independent!of!the!Ephesus/Fordham!plan:!!“Now!the!premise!is,!the!question!is,!whether!we!ever!want!to!formalize!the!road.!It!functions!as!a!town!street,!but!it's!a!private!driveway.!Over!the!years!we've!had!to!restrict!access!to!busses!and!other!things!because!of!the!condition!of!the!facility!and!other!things.!So!I!don't!know.!Obviously!the!only!thing!they!can!do!is!go!up,!but!the!issue!is!parking.!So!I!think!Eastgate!is!going!to!be!the!toughest!nut!to!crack.!And!then!there!is!a!continuing!sentiment!about!daylighting!the!creek,!which!may!or!may!not!fit!into!some!redevelopment,!but!it!remains!to!be!seen”(006).!!! Regulatory!and!design!considerations!of!possibly!daylighting!Booker!Creek,!plus!overall!redevelopment!economics!and!evolving!parking!demand!and!management!options,!are!all!intertwined!components!of!implementation!of!the!plan.!!!“I!don't!think!anything!will!change!in!this!shopping!center!for!quite!a!while!because!it's!in!a!floodplain.!So!over!there!behind!Ivo's!and!that!little!northernZmost!strip,!they!could!eventually!put!a!fiveZstory!building.!But!what!they'd!really!have!to!do!here,!I!think,!is!benefit!from!the!entire!district!redeveloping!to!the!point!where!it!became!financially!worth!it!to!redevelop!in!here.!Because!you'd!have!to!flood!proof!the!heck!out!of!it.”(007)!!! Similar!considerations!of!daylighting!and!redevelopment!for!a!fairly!conventional!retail!site!appear!just!to!the!south!of!the!Ephesus/Fordham!planning!area,!yet!still!within!the!Franklin/Fordham/Estes!triangle.!The!previously!mentioned!University!Mall!presents!some!of!the!same!challenges!and!same!opportunities!as!Ephesus/Fordham.!!“University!Mall!is!another!case!where!over!the!years,!the!owners!have!attempted!to!talk!to!us!about!how!they!can!revitalize!that!economically!lagging!area.!Part!of!the!dilemma!there!is!just!the!physical!constraints!of!the!floodplain.!They!really!can't!do!anything!in!that!front!parking!lot,!so!everything!has!to!be!up!on!the!hill.!At!one!point!they!talked!about!daylighting!the!mall!itself,!and!creating!more!of!a!street!system!through!it.!I!think!ultimately!that's!
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!! The!ground!plane!is!largely!open,!with!a!central!glass!lobby!providing!vertical!access,!joined!by!four!largeZsolid!forms!connecting!to!the!ground!plane!of!travertine!or!some!other!polished!material!that!extends!the!full!length!of!the!structure.!It!is!a!classic,!minimalist!form,!reinforced!by!clean!lines!and!a!limited!material!palette.!The!resulting!visual!impact!is!by!some!accounts!quite!striking,!the!floating!rhomboid!providing!a!memorable!icon!marking!one’s!entrance!into!Chapel!Hill.!!“It's!an!interesting!structure!and!great!landscaping.!It's!an!interesting!building.!I!have!to!say!as!a!planner!who!is!not!an!architect,!I!think!that!building!is!incredibly!interesting,!and!I!would!like!to!see!it!preserved.”(002)!!Not!everyone!shares!that!admiration,!however:!! “I!look!at!this,!and!I!think,!what!a!waste,!of!glass,!of!structure.!I!mean!it's!not!Z!it's!not!great!design.!I!mean!you!look!at!it!and!you!think,!there's!no!way!that!could!be!efficient.”(007)![Right.]!!“It!doesn’t!have!any!environmental!benefits.!And!then!it's!plumped!in!the!middle!of!a!huge!piece!of!property!with!a!ton!of!parking.”(007)!!! The!site!sits!a!halfZmile!west!of!IZ40!with!frontage!and!visibility!along!15Z501!as!well!as!Old!DurhamZChapel!Hill!Road.!The!eastern!edge!of!a!triangle!formed!by!these!three!roads!Z!!15Z501,!Old!DurhamZChapel!Hill!Road,!and!IZ40!Z!constitutes!the!proposed!Gateway!light!rail!station!area,!a!few!mostly!vacant!parcels.!The!proposed!light!rail!alignment!extends!from!Durham!crossing!IZ40!a!few!hundred!feet!south!of!15Z501!and!then!turns!sharply!to!the!south!to!the!proposed!Gateway!station!site,!before!continuing!south!along!IZ40!and!entering!Chapel!Hill!
Figure!13!S!The!Blue!Cross!Blue!Shield!building!along!15S501!
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again!along!the!Highway!54!corridor.!The!large!parcel!and!large!surface!parking!of!the!Blue!Cross!Blue!Shield!Building,!coupled!with!the!minimal!existing!development!in!other!parcels!within!this!triangular!wedge,!makes!for!a!ripe!suburban!retrofit!opportunity!targeted!towards!transit!oriented!development.!As!of!July!2015,!it!was!announced!that!the!State!Employees!Credit!Union!(SECU)!agreed!to!purchase!the!39Zacre!site,!seeing!the!building!as!a!backup!site!in!a!disaster!recovery!scenario!to!its!main!operations!in!Raleigh!(Hoyle!2015).!The!purchasers!give!no!mention!of!potential!redevelopment!of!the!larger!parcel.!! Notwithstanding!who!the!owner!may!be,!the!singleZowner!status!of!the!large!Blue!Cross!Blue!Shield!site!coupled!with!the!minimally!developed!parcels!to!the!east!points!to!an!opportunity!for!substantially!reshaping!the!future!urban!form!of!the!Gateway!station!area!to!optimize!transitZland!use!connections.!However,!by!all!accounts!the!town’s!focus!seems!to!lie!in!other!areas!deemed!more!politically!pressing,!thus!risking!the!development!of!less!transitZsupportive!uses!and!configurations!in!one!of!the!few!station!areas!within!the!town’s!boundaries!with!significant!redevelopment!potential.!!“We!say!the!right!things,!but!the!question!is,!are!we!actually!going!to!do!them?!And!Gateway!is!a!good!example.!Coming!out!of!the!comprehensive!plan,!the!area!that!includes!Gateway,!and!Hillmont!along!the!54!corridor,!were!both!identified!as!future!focus!areas,!which!implied!that!there!would!be!a!certain!amount!of!planning!with!them.!Those!areas!are!actually!larger!than!those!station!areas.!So!the!town,!coming!out!of!the!comprehensive!plan,!identified!certain!areas!to!take!on.”(006)!!But!a!planner!with!the!Town!of!Chapel!Hill!notes!that!staff!attention!is!focused!elsewhere:!! “From!where!I!sit,!I!don't!think!about!it!that!much.!I!mean,!I!know!it's!out!there.!We!basically!try!to!assume!that!it!will!come!at!some!point.!But!what!are!mostly!my!focus!are!areas!that!are!changing,!that!are!developing,!where!something!is!happening!in!the!more!immediate!future.!So,!Glen!Lennox,!we're!negotiating!a!development!agreement.!Obey's!Creek,!we're!working!on!that.!We!just!finished!this!one!(Ephesus/Fordham)!and!it!will!continue!to!be!a!project.!So!Rogers!Road!(north!of!town)!is!one!of!the!next!big!humps.”(007)!!This!respondent!adds!one!final!statement!as!we!pass!the!Gateway!site:!! “So!we!just!drove!through!a!corner!of!town!where!I!almost!never!go.”(007)!!! Yet!the!town!has!for!many!years!acknowledged!the!prospect!of!transit!in!this!area.!A!
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around!in!Carmel!was!actually!a!familyZowned!bookstore/restaurant.!But!it!was!only!about!8,600!square!feet;!it!was!not!the!25,000!square!feet!model!that!evolved.!We!had!a!theatre!on!the!northern!end!of!the!Kroger!parking!lot!for!as!long!as!Z!we!had!it!on!the!plans!until!we!found!that!basically!as!territories!are!defined!in!the!theatre!world,!we!didn't!stand!a!ghost!of!a!chance!of!getting!a!theatre!there.!So!in!any!case!we!went!through!the!rezoning!with!that!particular!plan.!Then!six!months!later!they!approved!Southpoint.!Then!about!a!year!later,!Nordstroms!committed!to!Southpoint,!and!then!there!was!this!big!sucking!sound.!Everybody!that!we!were!talking!to!who!liked!the!location,!liked!the!concept,!were!just!like,!'I!can't!sell!your!site!to!my!real!estate!committee.!We've!got!to!go,!to!get!up!to!Nordstroms.”(009)!![That!was!late!nineties?]!“Yes.!We!got!approval!in!October,!1998.!Southpoint!was!approved!six!months!later!in!the!March/April!timeframe.!We!knew!they!were!coming,!obviously,!but!there!was!some!skepticism!on!my!part!as!to!whether!they!could!actually!land!Nordstroms.!And!if!they!didn't!do!something!dramatic,!we!thought!we!had!a!fighting!chance!of!keeping!stuff.!But!it!all!depended!on!the!anchors,!and!when!they!got!Nordstroms,!ahead!of!Charlotte,!ahead!of!Raleigh,!this!was!a!big,!big!deal,!and!a!real!feather!in!Durham's!cap.!So!South!Square,!visibly,!and!we!sort!of!invisibly,!had!to!accept!that!and!move!on.”(009)!!A!local!designer!describes!the!phenomena!more!succinctly!but!no!less!vividly:!!! “I!think!_____!was!a!victim!of!timing,!bad!timing,!to!a!large!extent.!Because!I!think!a!lot!of!things!were!starting!to!come!together!there,!and!then!Southpoint!Mall!popped,!and!it!just!sucked!the!air!out!of!IZ40!and!15Z501.!So!I!don't!think!what!he!envisioned!or!what!others!envisioned!originally!for!Patterson!Place!was!able!to!materialize.”(013)!!! Unlike!the!sentiment!expressed!by!most!of!those!I!interviewed!and!most!of!casual!conversation!I!hear,!at!least!one!respondent,!someone!indirectly!involved!in!a!public!capacity!in!the!early!stages!of!planning!for!Patterson!Place,!characterizes!the!outcome!somewhat!positively,!as!reasonably!good!for!its!vintage:!“Well,!I!think!it's!unfortunate!that!the!market!is!such!that!we!are!placed!in!a!position!of!having!to!do!those!big!box!retail!things.!But,!they!are!not!Z!they!are!good!placeholders,!as!our!previous!economic!development!Z!one!of!those!guys!said,!'You!need!to!learn!to!love!big!boxes.'!And!I!said,!'Yeah,!right.'!But!the!point!being!that!they!are!not!building!a!three!story!brick!building.!So!it!is!true!that!that!building!will!be!there.!They!are!drawing!people!to!that!place,!and!yes,!they!are!all!driving!their!cars!now.!There's!no!way!else!to!get!there!(making!no!acknowledgement!of!TTA's!internal!transit!stop)…!And!I!would!venture!to!say!that!transit!is!a!fiftyZyear!market.!This!is!fiftyZyear!infrastructure…!Sure!there!are!things!I!would!do!differently.!I!wish!it!was!different.!But!when!it!was!built,!that's!about!as!good!as!it's!going!to!get.”(017)!!! Yet!in!this!answer!the!respondent!fails!to!acknowledge!several!wellZdocumented!projects!from!that!era!that!could!have!served!as!meaningful!precedents!of!more!integrated!landZuse!and!transportation!decisions,!with!walkable!streets,!and!conventional!retail,!even!in!
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He!elaborates,!attributing!some!but!not!all!of!his!criticism!to!the!inherent!qualities!of!the!site!and!its!selection:!!“I!think!the!bus!station!is!much!less!successful!(than!the!DPAC).!I!think!it!is!a!weird!site.!And!if!you!followed!that!and!if!you!remember!that!whole!series!of!things!about!trying!to!find!a!site!for!that.!You've!been!here!long!enough.!For!a!lot!of!people,!that's!ancient!history!now,!back!to!it!was!going!to!be!at!Old!Bull.!It!was!going!to!be!at!the!old!station.!It!was!going!to!be!in!Walker.!It!just!went!on!and!on.!It!doesn't!make!sense.!It!doesn't!make!sense!from!a!centrality!standpoint,!for!the!bus!station.”(003)!!He!transitions!to!a!site!planning!issue:!!“You've!got!a!huge!area!that!would!connect!Five!Points!with!American!Tobacco!on!Pettigrew!that!is!basically!a!giant,!open!bus!parking!lot.!Whereas!I!certainly!see!other!cities,!I!saw!WinstonZSalem!being!a!fairly!comparably!sized!city,!create!something!much!more!enclosed,!with!a!roof!over!it,!so!it!didn't!just!feel!like!empty!space.!This!creates!a!huge!dead!area…”(003)!!Summarizing,!he!identifies!a!few!other!programmatic!and!physical!details!about!the!station:!!! “Well!the!whole!station!doesn't!make!in!any!sense.!I!think!the!utilized!area!of!that!building!is!at!most!a!quarter!of!the!actual!building.!They!have!a!little!seating!area,!and!a!DATA!person.!They've!got!this!big!area!on!the!second!floor,!but!I!guess!it’s!getting!a!little!bit!of!use!for!Mega!Bus!now,!but!it's!just,!basically,!what!can!you!put!on!this!huge!grade!change.!It's!just!nonZfunctional.!And!they!left!this!big!empty!space!on!the!south!side!where!they!said,!well,!we're!going!to!keep!that!for!private!development.!That!rarely!works,!not!in!this!kind!of!a!city!where!you've!got!so!many!other!parcels!people!can!get.!….!So!I!think!that!bus!station!is!just!a!big!mess.”(003)!!! This!critique!largely!focuses!on!site!selection!and!site!design!rather!than!architecture.!Others,!too,!speak!to!the!site!selection!and!the!implications!of!that!choice!especially!given!the!lack!of!investment!in!pedestrian!infrastructure!to!the!site.!!!!!“I!could!never!really!understand!why!they!wanted!to!put!the!multiZmodal!transportation!facility!down!there!instead!of!up!next!to!the!railroad!track,!if!they!are!trying!to!encourage!the!use!of!the!passenger!train!as!well!as!bus!transportation,!and!being!able!to!get!off!the!bus!and!get!on!the!train!and!vice!versa.!It!made!no!sense!to!me.!It!seems!that!either!the!train!station!could!have!been!located!differently,!and!with!an!easier!access!or!a!pedestrian!bridge!or!underpass.!Putting!them!closer!together!seems!like!it!would!have!made!a!whole!lot!more!sense,!and!there!were!ways!that!that!could!have!been!done.!But!I!gather!that!there!were!political!considerations,!and!some!people!wanted!some!things!in!particular!ways!and!that's!how!and!why!it!ended!up!getting!done!the!way!that!it!did.”(022)!!Someone!involved!throughout!that!process!puts!it!this!way:!! “But!the!tension!between!where!can!we!put!it,!was!back!in!those!days,!if!you!will,!it!was!where!can!we!not!have!it….”(017)!
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….!“So!the!whole!attitude!towards!bus!transit,!and!bus!passengers!in!general,!I!think,!and!their!choices,!and!who!they!are,!and!the!demographic!they!represent,!and!the!market!opportunity!that!the!do!represent!and!that!they!don't!represent!to!merchants,!is!part!of!why!that!bus!transit!center!is!where!it!is.”(017)!!! One!other!person!elaborates!on!the!history!of!the!site!selection!not!in!terms!of!intentions!of!about!where!to!build!but!of!what!to!purge,!noting!several!properties!of!disrepair!previously!covering!the!site:!“So!that!influenced!the!location!as!well,!so!finally!it!ended!up!on!the!site!where!the!city!was!trying!to!get!rid!of!some!sore!buildings!to!start!with.!The!Heart!of!Durham!motel!had!fallen!into!disrepair.!So!it!was!kind!of!a!doubleZedged!sword.!There!was!nobody!opposing!this!location,!and!it!actually!kind!of!cured!an!ill!by!removing!some!things!that!really!weren't!Z!it!was!a!plumbing!supply!store,!an!automotive!repair!shop,!and!a!dilapidated!hotel.!So,!okay,!let's!clean!all!that!up!and!build!a!station.”(020)!!!! Arguably!the!location!is!advantageous,!allowing!the!bus!station!to!grow!with!and!respond!to!the!continuing!evolution!of!at!least!the!southern!portion!of!downtown!Durham.!“And!actually,!I!think,!it!has!turned!out!to!be!in!a!very!good!location,!at!least!as!it!relates!to!American!Tobacco,!DPAC,!West!Village.!I!mean!it's!basically!between!the!two!largest!redevelopment!projects!in!the!state's!history.”(020)!!! Proximity,!though,!cannot!suffice!for!connectivity,!especially!for!riders!of!choice.!Details!of!the!site!design!and!connections!are!equally!if!not!more!important!than!mere!proximity!in!shaping!a!pedestrian!supportive!space.!The!experience!of!accessing!the!site!is!captured!by!a!downtown!resident,!someone!who!uses!local!buses!as!well!as!the!Amtrak!service!fairly!often:!!“It's!not!even!all!that!hard,!it's!just!really!unpleasant.!And!it's!pretty!clear,!at!this!point,!it's!like,!ride!the!bus!!But!getting!to!the!bus,!the!city!is!just!thumbing!their!nose!at!anyone!who!has!got!to!get!there.!And!heaven!forbid!that!you!come!on!the!Amtrak!and!have!a!suitcase!and!need!to!get!over!there.!And,!it's!really!interesting,!on!this!side!getting!to!Amtrak!Z!we!also!use!Amtrak.!And!you!can!go!to!New!York.!It's!so!easy!on!this!side,!but!getting!across!(the!tracks)!Z!it's!really!all!about!topography!and!our!lack!of!investment!in!the!kind!of!people!who!actually,!I!think,!both!ride!Amtrak!and!ride!the!bus.”(021)!!! Although!the!bus!station!sits!just!a!quarter!of!a!mile!west!of!the!DPAC,!its!integration!into!the!urban!fabric!is!very!different,!a!result!not!only!of!the!choice!of!the!particular!site!but!of!an!array!of!site!design!decisions!and!unresolved!challenges!of!offsite!connectivity.!Next!door!to!the!bus!platforms!is!a!publicly!funded!parking!garage,!one!of!two!that!were!essential!to!the!
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! Seconds!later!as!the!light!cycle!changes,!we!begin!to!walk!with!pedestrian!crossing!signal!indicating!to!do!so.!It!becomes!an!unsettling!moment,!albeit!timely!given!this!exploration!of!pedestrian!access:![So!you've!got!the!red!light!(I!say,!talking!to!a!car!that!cuts!off!our!path!through!the!crosswalk,!forcing!us!to!stop!for!a!moment!to!avoid!being!hit!even!though!we!have!the!crossing!signal.)!You!just!went!through!a!red!light.!So!that's!the!danger!of!trying!to!walk!in!the!crosswalk:!getting!run!over!by!one!person!who!doesn't!acknowledge!pedestrians!(the!left!turning!car!from!Pettigrew)!and!another!person!who!went!right!through!the!red!light!(along!West!Chapel!Hill!Street.)]!!! Reflecting!on!this!incident!as!we!reach!the!other!side!of!the!street,!it!occurs!to!me!that!it!is!perfectly!rational!for!frequent!users!to!avoid!the!inconvenience!of!the!extra!distance!coupled!with!the!ambiguity!of!the!crosswalk,!and!to!choose!instead!the!more!direct!and!seemingly!safer!twoZstage,!midblock!crossing!afforded!not!by!official!markings!and!signage,!but!by!the!square,!repetitive!concrete!piers!of!the!two!railroad!bridges!landing!on!the!centerline!of!West!Chapel!Hill!Street.!One!of!these!bridges!supports!the!main!rail!line!plus!an!abandoned,!parallel!line.!The!second!bridge!supports!a!curved,!long!abandoned!section!of!rail!with!rightZofZway!constituting!a!loop!around!downtown!Durham,!a!setting!long!contemplated!for!a!greenway!conversion.!! We!proceed!through!the!building!and!head!upstairs!to!the!western!entrance,!to!an!open,!landscaped!area!at!the!corner!of!West!Chapel!Hill!Street!and!Willard!Street.!Looking!north!one!sees!the!old!Amtrak!station!site,!now!a!parking!lot!for!transit!employees.!Across!the!railroad!tracks!from!that!lot!is!the!Walker!Building,!a!historic!warehouse!from!1897!now!housing!the!Amtrak!station.!While!early!plans!considered!a!pedestrian!bridge!connecting!the!bus!station!and!train!station,!the!current!route!connecting!the!two!is!the!circuitous!path!under!the!railroad!bridges!and!up!and!around!Great!Jones!Street.!We!continue!talking!about!the!West!Chapel!Hill!Street!frontage!of!the!bus!station:![I!had!an!architect!from!New!York!on!a!bus!tour,!when!we!were!doing!the!Research!Triangle!Park!master!plan.!We!were!on!the!bus,!and!we!literally!made!the!turn!from!Duke!Street!there,!and!we!were!coming!down!Chapel!Hill!Street,!and!he!looked!at!this!and!his!line!was,!‘That's!suburban.!It's!not!an!urban!station.’]!
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“Yeah,!I!mean!if!you!had!the!bridge!come!out,!crossing!over!this!wall!in!some!interesting!way,!and!you!create!a!public!landing,!then!you've!got!a!presentable,!frontZdoor!area!that!becomes!another!public!plaza.!You!could!extend!the!canopy!out.!And!then!you!bring!people!on!two!different!levels!into!the!building!and!have!two!spaces!on!either!side!of!them.”(005)![So!to!your!point!about!always!trying!to!create!public!space,!how!does!this!project...]!(Interrupting!before!I!finish!my!question.)!“Yeah,!it's!pretty!dead!on!this!side,!right.!It's!pretty!dead.”(005)!!! It!is!an!unpleasant!summary!of!the!front!façade!of!one!of!the!most!frequented!destinations!in!all!of!downtown.!The!potential!bridge!to!the!train!station!would!extend!across!the!tracks!to!the!north,!creating!a!direct!pedestrian!connection.!Floated!as!a!concept!from!the!outset,!the!bridge!would!link!the!two!stations!with!the!thenZplanned!light!rail!station!just!south!of!the!Amtrak!Station!and!north!of!West!Chapel!Hill!Street.!I!return!to!the!light!rail!planning!in!the!final!section!of!this!chapter.!We!continue!our!tour!by!walking!back!along!West!Chapel!Hill!Street!under!the!bridges!until!we!get!to!intersection!with!Great!Jones!Street,!part!of!the!aforementioned!oneZway!loop!around!downtown:!“You!know!what!is!so!funny!about!walking!around!here!is,!I'll!come!around!and!I'll!inevitably!get!stopped!at!the!stoplight!right!up!here!(pointing!up!the!hill!slightly,!northward!to!the!Great!Jones!Street!intersection!at!West!Main!Street).!And!people!will!line!up.!I!will!be!in!the!right!hand!lane,!and!people!will!line!up!in!the!lane!next!to!you,!and!they!will!literally!race!you!to!get!to!the!this!turn.!It's!like!a!pole!shot.!If!I'm!in!this!car!and!the!silver!car!is!next!to!me,!they!step!on!it!and!try!to!get!out!of!that!lane!and!squeeze!in,!so!they!are!whizzing!around!the!corner!(approaching!the!underpasses!where!pedestrians!choose!to!cross).!It's!quite!interesting!to!be!there.”(005)!!! The!lights!change!and!we!continue!walking!eastward,!now!crossing!Great!Jones!Street/Ramseur!Street,!as!the!downtown!loop!changes!names!at!this!intersection,!the!intersection!where!on!the!north!side!there!is!no!crosswalk!despite!the!short!oneZblock!walk!to!historic!Five!Points.!“This!is!a!crosswalk!you!could!really!turn!your!ankle!on!(noting!the!uneven!and!pocketed!asphalt.)”(005)!!! We!walk!about!another!hundred!feet,!along!a!small!public!parking!lot!where!buildings!stood!decades!earlier!before!the!oneZway!loop!around!downtown!was!constructed.!Just!as!we!approach!Mateo’s,!an!upscale!tapas!restaurant!in!the!westernmost!inZline!building!of!the!
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“Visually!I!really!like!it.!I!think!it's!a!great!looking,!I!think!that!the!whole!Megabus!scene!is!pretty!cool.!I!like!how,!it!used!to!be!people!would!line!up.!Now!they!can!go!inside,!but!they!still!tend!to!line!up!out!there!(on!the!street),!and!it!feels!like,!I!don't!know.!It!feels!like!a!busy!urban!thing.!The!inside!of!the!building!itself,!yeah.!It!feels!really!nice,!airy,!friendly,!and!modern.”(022)!!! Another!person!is!more!apologetic!about!the!outcomes,!attributing!failings!in!part!to!budget!constraints:!“And!yes,!from!a!site!planning!perspective,!there!are!lots!of!things!you!would!like!to!do!differently,!but!I!do!understand!why!they!ended!up!with!those!linear!corridors.!You!know!there!are!details!where!you're!like,!'why!in!the!world!would!you!do!this?'!But!I!know!how!they!ended!up!there.!They!ended!up!there!because!of!the!value!engineering!process!that!they!went!through. Because!that!thing!had!wonderful!terraces!that!were!just!sort!of!drooling!with!plant!material,!and!would!present!a!more!pristine,!humanisticZscaled!space.!So!they!were!able!to!keep!that!glass!box!which!in!this!case!I!think!is!quite!super.”(017) !! That!glass!box,!though,!presents!no!clear!engagement!with!the!route!most!pedestrians!will!take!from!downtown.!It!sits!instead!detached!both!from!the!city!and!from!its!immediately!adjacent!streets.!Terraces!‘drooling!with!plant!material’!may!have!physically!filled!the!space!between!the!building!and!the!street,!yet!such!a!solution!could!reinforce!rather!than!mitigate!the!suburban!disposition!of!the!site.!And!while!terraces!were!deemed!unnecessary!through!the!value!engineering!process,!other!elements!directly!impacting!the!user!experience!were!also!cut.!
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cover!it!up.!I!mean,!if!you've!been!telling!the!public!that!light!rail!is!going!to!be!on!grade,!it!is!perfectly!fine!to!say,!publicly!Z!they!should!be!saying!publicly,!now,!'we!are!required!to!do!it!at!grade!separation.!If!we!don't,'!and!then!to!explain!it!in!detail,!why!that's!the!case.”(021)![Right.]!“And!if!it's!not!really!the!case,!which!I!don't!believe!that!it!actually!is.!I!think!it's!a!bunch!of!gutless!people!who!aren't,!who!are!taking!the!easy!route,!as!opposed!to!really!pushing!back!and!saying,!'Look,!we!are!betraying!the!public!trust.'!This!could!sink!the!whole!light!rail!thing.”(021)!! Another!respondent!explains!why!the!transit!agency!put!forth!a!gradeZseparated!design!when!none!had!been!presented!previously:!!! “Folks!at!TTA!think!they!are!required!to!do!this!…!because!a!long!range!transportation!plan!was!adopted!by!the!MPO!a!year!or!so!ago,!that!said,!thou!shall!grade!separate!this!intersection.!And!because!that!was!a!document!that!was!adopted!by!the!local!government,!and!is!now!a!part!of!their!federal!paperwork,!TTA!feels!like!they've!got!a!check!box!that!says,!'we!need!to!correspond!to!this,!or!we!are!toast!when!it!comes!to!federal!funding.'”(012)!!! The!description!of!the!longZrange!transportation!plan,!however,!is!not!quite!accurate.!The!document!being!referred!to!is!the!2040!Metropolitan!Transportation!Plan,!or!MTP,!a!longZterm!planning!document!that!identifies!possible!transportation!projects!to!be!considered!over!a!thirty!year!period,!with!a!projected!scope!and!time!frame!for!implementation.!A!related!document!is!the!Transportation!Improvement!Program,!which!prioritizes!projects!for!a!tenZyear!period!with!more!specific!cost!projections.!The!TIP!is!updated!every!couple!of!years.!Projects!dependent!upon!federal!approval!or!federal!funding!must!be!listed!on!the!TIP,!which!must!be!consistent!with!the!MTP.!!! Grade!separation!was!introduced!into!the!transit!planning!process!by!a!line!item!inserted!into!the!MTP!by!staff,!in!part!based!on!consideration!of!a!preliminary!study!for!grade!separation!initiated!by!the!state!DOT!for!the!railroad!a!few!years!earlier.!That!document!was!unfavorably!received!by!the!city;!indeed!it!was!explicitly!‘received’!as!opposed!to!‘approved’!in!a!vote!by!city!council.!“They!(NCDOT)!came!to!us,!they!wanted!us!to!accept!a!report!that!they!did!recently.!And,!it!was!brought!to!us!by!our!transportation!department,!and!I!let!my!colleagues!know!that!I!was!going!to!only!vote!to!receive!it!and!not!to!accept!it,!because!this!would!Z!I!didn't!want!to!keep!pushing!the!same!plan!so!everyone!could!rely!on!the!fact!that!we!were!supportive!of!
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existing!freight!tracks!at!grade;!and!having!all!tracks!at!grade.!The!teams!became!known!as!Lift!All!Tracks,!LRT!Raised,!and!Team!Epicenter,!the!atZgrade!version.!!!! The!naming!of!the!third!group!as!Team!Epicenter!highlights!another!issue!criticized!prior!the!workshop,!the!lack!of!a!downtown!station!for!a!distance!of!over!3000’!through!the!center!of!downtown!Durham.!To!the!west!the!‘Durham!Station’!stop!was!aligned!with!the!train!station,!just!north!of!the!bus!station,!while!the!next!station!to!the!east!skipped!American!Tobacco,!the!Corcoran/Blackwell!connection!to!the!heart!of!downtown!at!Corcoran!Plaza,!the!northZsouth!streets!of!Mangum!and!Roxboro,!and!the!Durham!Performing!Arts!Center;!instead!it!was!located!further!east,!beyond!the!county!jail!at!Dillard!Street.!A!downtown!resident!captures!the!vitality!of!civic!life!beginning!to!emerge!at!this!northZsouth!axis,!an!axis!that!despite!crossing!the!light!rail!line!would!be!more!than!a!quarter!of!a!mile!from!a!stop:!“It!certainly!does!not!make!sense,!in!terms!of,!this!is!where!the!most!walking!in!all!of!downtown!is!occurring.!I!mean,!we!live!at!the!corner!of!Mangum!and!Main!Street.!So!I!observe!this!walking,!whether!it's!for!a!Bulls!game,!or!it's!just,!you!come!down!to!eat,!and!then!you!go!and!walk!along!the!water!at!American!Tobacco.!Or!if!you!are!eating!up!here!and!you!are!going!to!DPAC,!it's!where!people!Z!it's!the!beginning!of!a!civic!culture,!that!hadn't!existed!here,!downtown,!for!a!long!time.”(021)!!! ! Another!transportation!planner!gives!his!assessment!of!the!problem:!! “Generally!right!stations.!I!think!they!are!missing!two!opportunities.!One!is!that!you've!got!your!Amtrak!station;!your!next!station!is!between!Dillard!and!Pettigrew.!That's!threeZquarters!of!a!mile,!but!you!know,!little!old!ladies!coming!out!of!the!DPAC,!they!could!walk!all!the!way!to!Amtrak.!Or!they!could!walk!into!east!Durham.!So!right!in!front!of!DPAC,!that!ought!to!be!there.”(017)!!! In!referencing!the!DPAC,!however,!the!significance!of!the!desired!station!is!diminished,!more!easily!dismissed!as!serving!a!narrow,!wealthy!segment!of!the!population.!Out!of!the!workshop!by!the!design!community,!the!need!for!an!additional!station!at!the!center!of!downtown!was!the!single!unanimously!embraced!recommendation.!As!for!the!issue!of!grade!separation,!two!of!the!teams!indeed!did!explore!improved!alternatives!for!elevated!tracks,!but!when!costs!were!considered!the!preferred!alternative!was!unquestionably!an!atZgrade!solution.!A!key!organizer!of!the!event!summarizes!the!findings:!
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“I!think!the!harm!that!could!be!done!through!grade!separation!is!far!Z!far!outweighs!the!problems!that!might!be!created!by!not!grade!separating.”(012)!!! In!the!weeks!following!the!workshop,!core!members!of!the!group!refined!the!three!concepts,!generated!summary!materials!and!presentations,!and!met!with!numerous!entities!including!the!transit!agency!and!city!leaders.!The!transit!agency,!too,!made!some!changes!as!stances!were!adjusted.!One!leader!of!the!advocacy!group!describes!some!of!the!activity:!“I’ve!given!about!six!presentations!to!various!people.!I!have!another!one!scheduled!January!13th!to!Joint!City!County,!so!the!City!Council!Members!and!the!County!Board!of!Commissioners.!Several!City!council!members!…!are!completely!on!board!with!not!letting!that!happen.”(012)![Not!letting!what!happen?]!“Not!letting!the!Great!Wall!of!Durham!happen.!Coming!up!with!a!better!solution.”(012)!!! That!January!joint!session!of!the!two!elected!boards!in!Durham!County,!the!city!council!and!the!count!commissioners,!proves!illustrative!on!numerous!counts!relative!to!this!research.!Excluding!the!elected!officials!a!total!of!about!fifty!people!were!in!attendance,!roughly!half!of!those!there!in!a!role!as!an!employee!of!the!city,!the!county,!the!transit!agency,!or!their!consultants.!Of!my!interviewees,!ten!were!present!in!the!room.!The!following!paragraphs!are!based!on!my!detailed!notes!recorded!during!the!meeting.!! The!full!presentation!was!introduced!first!by!the!city!transportation!director,!followed!by!DAD,!the!design!advocacy!group,!with!an!interlude!for!some!comments!by!elected!officials!prior!to!the!transit!agency’s!more!comprehensive!update.!The!DAD!presenter!started!by!describing!the!‘discovery’!made!many!months!earlier!when!members!of!the!group!noticed!on!the!transit!agency’s!flythrough!video!that!the!light!rail!line!had!been!raised!through!downtown,!unlike!all!prior!plans.!He!noted!the!broad!concerns!spawned!from!that!‘great!wall!of!Durham’!while!showing!a!crossZsection!of!the!wall!and!adjacent!streets,!and!then!introduced!the!workshop!that!evolved!out!of!those!concerns.!He!noted!that!DAD!coordinated!the!oneZday!exercise,!pro!bono,!with!DDI!(the!downtown!business!group)!paying!some!expenses!such!as!lunch!for!the!attendees.!Over!thirty!designers!‘gave!up!their!Saturday!to!come!up!with!ideas.’!!
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of!addressing!a!very!narrow!thing!versus!a!broader!thing.”(001)!!! Certainly,!not!all!engineers!are!narrowly!focused,!and!there!is!a!danger!in!characterizing!individuals!with!a!certain!qualification!in!merely!a!stereotypical!manner.!Wide!individual!differences!exist,!as!captured!in!these!reflections!from!a!consulting!engineer:!“One!of!the!things!from!my!standpoint!that!I!think!has!become!problematic!in!engineering!is!the!protection!of!the!individual!to!the!point!where!the!individual!Z!done!properly,!there!is!an!interdependence!between!the!individual!and!the!community.!We!tend!to,!in!this!country,!over!emphasize!the!individual!without!also!looking!at!what!is!the!responsibility!back!to!the!community.!Frankly,!the!third!component!of!that!in!any!indigenous!culture!is!you!have!the!individual,!you!have!the!community,!and!you!have!the!environment.!All!three!must!be!balanced!in!order!for!a!community!to!properly!survive.!In!the!US,!we!have!deZemphasized!the!environment!all!together,!and!then!the!community!is!much!less!important!than!it!was,!say,!back!in!the!early!nineteen!hundreds,!to!the!point!where!now!the!individual!is!the!key!component!of!everything!we!do.!It!has!an!unbalanced!nature!that!has!put!us!in!jeopardy!of!being!a!sustainable!society.”(004)!!! This!respondent!launched!into!these!thoughts!after!first!noting!the!disconnect!between!stated!goals!and!regulatory!approaches!crafted!with!the!intention!of!accomplishing!those!goals.!!“Okay,!it!meets!the!goals,!but!did!it!really!meet!the!goals!!Frankly,!one!goal!that!we've!all!been!horrible!about,!is!that!stormwater!is!being!handled!on!individual!sites,!rather!than!turning!around!and!look!at,!okay,!'where!does!all!this!stormwater!go?'!And,!'how!do!we!actually!capture!it!in!an!efficient!matter!downstream!and!deal!with!it!from!that!standpoint?'!And!we!just!don't.!I!understand!there's!all!kinds!of!land!law!and!legal!issues!there,!but!at!what!point!do!we!as!a!human!species!shoot!ourselves!in!the!foot!because!we!are!not!willing!to!do!the!right!thing.”(004)!!! Nevertheless,!there!are!certain!expectations!about!engineers,!especially!in!their!steely!reference!to!standards,!and!equipped!with!those!standards!there!is!the!impression!that!little!else!in!the!way!of!context,!people,!or!other!worldly!considerations!matter.!“With!engineers,!they've!got!this!green!book,!a!few!other!books,!because!we!had!a!young!engineer!that!URS!hired.!He!came!from!NC!State.!He!would!make!jokes!about,!and!they!gave!him!responsibility!for!laying!out!lines!at!UNC,!and!he!was!so!arrogant!Z!he's!not!there!anymore,!maybe!not!for!that!reason!Z!that!he!wouldn't,!you!know.!You!went!to!a!meeting,!and!half!of!them!said,!'you've!been!answering!them?'!I!said,!'Bill,!this!guy!never!called!me!once.'!Oh,!he!called!me!once!and!he!said,!'can!you!get!me!some!information!from!the!town!of!Chapel!Hill?'!And!I!said,!'listen!you!little!punk.!I've!given!you!all!the!names!and!this!and!that.!You!get!it.!I!don't!go!around!gathering!information.'!But!he!just!didn't!feel!like.!He!knew!how!to!fit!curves,!and!do!grades!and!this!and!that.!That's!all!he!needed!to!know.!Not!the!fact!that!it!was!a!wetland,!or!a!future!building!site,!or!this!and!that.!He!had!no!interest.”(011)!!
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! Engineers!are!constrained!not!only!by!the!breadth!of!their!scope,!whether!crafted!by!them!or!by!others.!They!also!can!be!constrained!through!regulations!and!rules!that!effectively!limit!the!palette!of!potential!solutions!they!can!bring!to!a!given!problem.!Street!standards!are!one!such!example:!“I!don't!know,!if!I!had!a!vote,!if!I!was!king!for!a!day,!I!guess!I!would!allow!more!flexibility!as!to!the!kind!of!neighborhood!and!housing!that!you!are!going!to!provide,!and!allow!the!developer!to!have!a!little!flexibility!in!street!design.!Because!when!it's!either!going!to!be!36'!back!to!back,!or!it's!going!to!be!24'!back!to!back,!I!don't!want!either!one!of!those.”!(014)!!! Even!where!new!ways!of!approaching!problems!are!embraced!by!engineers,!they!often!find!themselves!embedded!in!a!web!of!constraints!beyond!their!control.!Such!a!web!may!materialize!in!the!form!of!municipal!ordinances,!of!standards!housed!elsewhere!but!incorporated!by!reference,!or!in!the!different!ways!risk!managers!intervene.!One!example!of!the!former!is!cited!here:!“But!then!it's!the!engineers!who!have!all!the!codes!and!best!practices,!that!are!Z!some!of!them!go!back!to!the!dark!ages.!Some!of!them!are!embedded!in!the!regulations.!D.R.!Bryan,!from!Chapel!Hill.!He!went!all!over!the!country!measuring!streets.!And!then!the!city!planners!and!even!the!engineers!said,!'yes,!this!is!great.!We!read!about!this!too.!But!until!council,!until!they!change!the!ordinance!to!allow!a!narrower!street!or!a!back!alley!or!whatever,!we!can't!help!you.'”(011)!!! For!all!the!emphasis!during!education!and!licensure!processes!on!executing!professional!judgment,!engineering!decisions!have!a!way!of!adhering!to!convention,!with!little!to!no!room!for!interpretation.!“And!we!say!oh,!no,!that's!Z!but!you've!got!to!understand!what!makes!a!nice!environment.!And!then!you!say,!okay,!we've!got!to!reduce!those!conventional!standards!a!bit.!That's!where!they!get,!'oh,!no,!I!work!by!the!standards.’!That's!how!they've!been!trained:!to!execute!and!implement!standards.!Not!to!use!your!judgment.”(011)!!! While!writing!this!section!I!received!a!timely!reminder!of!the!reluctance!for!municipal!engineers!to!deviate!from!convention!in!any!way.!The!reminder!came!in!the!form!of!an!eZmail!summarizing!a!review!of!a!proposed!street!layout!and!accompanying!design!standards!for!a!large,!mixedZuse!development!project.!The!concluding!sentence!of!the!eZmail!states!the!desire!to!“not!get!anyone!sued,”!as!rationalization!of!their!decision!to!strictly!apply!locally!adopted!
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ordinances!despite!accepted!guidelines!at!the!state!level!(NCDOT)!and!the!national!level!(Institute!of!Transportation!Engineers,!NACTO).!Specifically!these!technical!references!contain!widely!endorsed!contextZappropriate!design!standards.!Even!in!light!of!available!references,!the!reviewers!steer!clear!of!executing!judgment!and!hide!instead!behind!the!mantra!of!needing!to!“address!the!standard!fairly.”!! “This!seems!to!be!the!only!way!to!address!the!standard!fairly!not!get!anyone!sued!or!utilize!inappropriate!design!standards!because!we!missed!a!traffic!calculation.”(Personal!communication,!received!February!3,!2015)!!! Rather!than!applying!a!factor!of!safety!to!given!calculations!Z!an!approach!having!very!different!implications!in!urban!street!design!Z!they!default!to!contextually!inappropriate!but!conventionally!accepted!standards!purportedly!out!of!fear!of!calculating!something!in!error:!“because!we!missed!a!traffic!calculation.”!One!interviewee!had!a!simpler!characterization!of!this!adherence!to!convention,!independent!of!context:!“Yeah,!you've!got!BibleZthumpers,!the!green!AASHTO!book!or!whatever!it!is.!You!know,!'it's!right!here!!Chapter!and!verse!'”!(009)!!! The!unwillingness!to!apply!engineering!judgment!based!on!context!despite!available!technical!resources!crafted!precisely!for!that!purpose!could!be!deemed!an!abdication!of!the!professional!responsibility!to!the!general!public!(Marohn!2015).!Their!version!of!fairness!in!applying!standards!is!to!not!deviate!from!convention!for!any!reason,!despite!defensible!engineering!practices!and!technical!references!crafted!just!for!that!purpose.!This!tendency!perpetuates!uniformity!and!convention!by!eliminating!the!need!for!nuanced!engineering!judgment!based!on!particularities!and!contextual!differences.!Professional!engineering!judgment!is!supplanted!instead!by!risk!aversion!and!contextZindependent!solutions.!! That!is!not!to!say!that!local!ordinances!do!not!change.!Despite!the!presumed!certainty!of!conventional!engineering!standards,!regulations!do!change!often!in!response!to!the!concerns!of!the!day.!Their!cyclical!nature!belies!the!certainty!captured!in!conservative!interpretations:!!
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“Oh,!gosh!!(laughing)!You!know!we've!had!such!a!pendulum!swing!in!Chapel!Hill.!For!so!many!years!Chapel!Hill!tried!to!Z!they!had!these!wide!streets!and!sidewalks!on!both!sides,!and!we!got!these!big!curves,!so!we'd!build!the!street!and!people!could!go!fifty!miles!per!hour.”(014)![Right.]!“Now!we've!had!to!come!back!and!add!all!the!traffic!calming!and!stuff!like!that!because!people!go!Z!their!built!to!go!50!miles!per!hour!in!residential!neighborhoods.!And!the!pendulum!swings!and!we!go!down!to!24'!streets,!and!it's!too!narrow,!and!you're!trying!to!fit!everything!in.!And!it's!just!like,!really!weird,!and!there's!no!place!for!the!trash!cans!and!stuff!like!that.!And!so!it's!really!been!kind!of!interesting!to!see!all!the!various!pendulum!swings!on!the!thing.”(014)!!! A!bit!later!he!references!a!separate!problem,!a!problem!of!differences!in!public!ownership!and!resulting!differences!in!standards!and!priorities!between!the!state!DOT!and!local!entities.!The!problem!is!particularly!acute!in!North!Carolina,!where!many!streets!through!local!areas!are!actually!owned!and!maintained!by!the!state!DOT.!!“And!there!really!is!because!most!of!these!municipalities!have!incorporated!all!these!things!in!the!local!residential!streets,!but!you!still!get!Z!I!can!do!a!wonderful!job!in!the!subdivision,!but!I!get!out!to!the!first!DOT!road!and!there's!nowhere!to!connect.”(014)!!! These!differences!in!institutional!priorities!often!result!in!decisions!seemingly!in!opposition!to!broader!engineering!obligations!to!act!in!consideration!of!the!health,!safety!and!welfare!of!the!general!public.!The!respondent!elaborates!on!such!institutionalized!circumstances,!starting!with!recollections!about!his!experience!working!decades!earlier!in!Alaska!as!a!contrast!to!the!tenZlane!bridge!of!15Z501!over!IZ40:!!“But!as!that!highway!system!has!expanded,!they!have!been!very!careful,!out!of!the!populated!areas,!to!have,!now,!bike!paths!that!go!fifty,!seventy!miles,!spreading!out!from!Anchorage.!And!those!bike!paths!are!used,!unbelievably!!Unbelievably!!And!it's!allowed,!it's!not!just!the!health!aspects!but!it's!the!things!you've!talked!about.!It's!a!corridor!for!people,!who!may!not!have!a!private!vehicle!or!have!to!get!off!the!bus!stop!here!and!have!to!get!over!to!there,!or!whatever.!And!our!state!has!never!had!that.!And!that's!why!you!have!these!bottlenecks,!like!this!damn!bridge!out!here.!I!mean!we've!worked!on!so!many!DOT!projects,!and!I!see!that!all!the!time.!I!just!hate!it!!I!hate!it!!There's!no!provision!made!for!getting!a!human!being!across!the!damn!thing.”(014)!!! Moving!to!a!different!topic,!a!landscape!architect!raises!the!question!not!of!standards!but!of!what!actually!constitutes!design:!!“Engineers!Z!and!I!know!you've!got!a!degree!in!engineering!Z!an!engineer's!definition!of!design!is!a!lot!different!than!a!designer's!definition!of!design.!And!by!designer,!I!mean!an!
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“Trying!to!get!it!up!on!the!street!was!really!difficult.”(013)![Even!though!we're!in!downtown.]!“Because!people!still!see!a!lot!of!things,!it's!a!look!like!_____'s!urban!development.!They!want!to!be!up!on!a!plinth,!chapelZlike.!And!civic!buildings!like!this!can!certainly!do!that.”(013)![They!can!also!be!right!on!the!street.]!“Yes.”(013)!!He!fought!for!the!siting,!for!a!variety!of!reasons!including!shaping!a!public!space!in!a!location!where!no!such!definition!existed,!as!the!first!critical!piece!of!the!project:!“I'm!a!real!firm!believer!that!what's!really!important!is!the!spaces!in!between!the!buildings.!So!as!many!cities!have!pretty!bad!architecture,!they!still!make!good!cities.”(013)!!!! Not!countering!that!proposition!directly,!a!former!elected!official!who!was!in!office!during!votes!on!two!of!the!more!contentious!projects!in!Chapel!Hill!over!the!past!two!decades!characterizes!the!importance!of!good!design!somewhat!differently:!!“It's!bad!for!everybody!when!something!is!completed!in!the!built!environment!and!the!design!is!bad,!the!use!is!not!right.!I!mean!it's!bad!for!everybody!when!good!decisions!are!not!made,!because!buildings!stay!there!for!a!really!long!time.”(015)!!! Design!review!processes,!presumably!for!purposes!of!facilitating!better!decisions,!vary!greatly.!One!respondent!notes!in!comments!about!a!proposed!twentyZstoryZplus!project!in!downtown!Durham!that!such!processes!may!indeed!improve!built!outcomes:!“And,!I!think!it!is,!part!of!it!for!me!is!the!lack!of!Durham's!review.!I!mean!I'm!really!happy!Greg!Hill!is!doing!the!Woolworth!site.!I!am!still!a!little!chagrin!that!is!going!to!have!a!dog!park!inside!so!that!people!don't!have!to!take!their!dogs!out!in!public!to!poop.!And!that!it's!going!to!push!Blue!Coffee!out,!okay.!And!I!think!it!has!one!of!the!ugliest!tops!imaginable,!as!a!piece!of!architecture.!But,!the!thing!is!most!disturbing!to!me!is!that!there!is!no!Z!the!only!review!was!the!historic!preservation.!He!had!the!right!to!build!thirty!stories!without!any!review!other!than!to!be!sure!he!preserved!those!buildings.!And!he!did!that!beautifully.”(021)!!! Continuing,!the!respondent!describes!the!developer’s!response!to!the!individual!critique!he!received!outside!of!the!normal!review!process:!“But!he!said,!'It's!really!interesting!working!in!Durham.'!He!said,!he!didn't!apologize!for!his!building,!but!he!said,!'Everywhere!else!we!are!working,!my!buildings!get!better!going!through!the!review!process.'!And!he!said,!'Here,!we!don't!have!anybody!reviewing!anything!other!than,'!and!he!said,!'Our!buildings!get!better.'”(021)!!! Design!review!may!be!important!in!many!contexts,!but!it!should!be!noted!that!much!of!the!work!sealed!by!architects!is!produced!for!projects!that!rightly!or!wrongly!have!very!little!
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!! Planners,!then,!are!intermediaries,!involved!in!a!little!bit!of!everything.!! “No,!I!think!the!nature!of!Z!planning!is!kind!of!learning!about!life.!You!get!a!quick!overview!of!how!politics!works,!a!bit!of!economics,!a!bit!of!everything.!That!all!becomes,!they're!all!realities!whenever!planning!occurs!and!decisions!are!made.”(011)!!This!conversancy!across!many!topics!and!the!associated!breadth!of!practical!knowledge!derived!from!this!intermediary!role,!though,!may!come!at!the!expense!Z!real!or!apparent!Z!of!expertise!on!narrow!yet!crucial!aspects!of!the!project.!“So!you!have!these!professionals!who!are!being!Z!I!don't!know!if!overseen!is!the!right!term!Z!but!are!being!regulated!by!the!planners.!The!enforcement!is!being!done!on!the!plan,!and!the!planners!know!nothing!technical.!Nothing.!All!they!know!is!what!these!professionals!are!giving!them.!But!the!professionals!are!in!the!position!of,!they!might!be!good!designers.!They!might!be!'good'!designers!or!'bad'!designers,!but!in!the!end,!no!matter!which!they!are,!they!have!a!legal!obligation!to!serve!the!interests!of!their!client.!That!is!who!their!fiduciary!duty!is!to.!So!you!definitely!have!an!asymmetrical!knowledge!space!there,!because!the!clients!don't!usually!know!what!they!are!agreeing!to.!The!planners!don't!really!know!what!they!are!agreeing!to.!The!engineers!or!landscape!architects!are!in!the!middle!trying!to!meet!whatever!requirements!there!are!to!make!it!work!to!move!it!forward.”(00w)!!! Notably,!these!comments!are!from!a!person!with!a!graduate!degree!in!city!planning!who!is!fully!immersed!in!the!dayZtoZday!practices!in!the!field!as!both!a!real!estate!developer!and!community!advocate.!In!the!comments,!the!phrase!‘asymmetrical!knowledge!space’!is!linked!to!both!technical!knowledge!and!design!knowledge.!Implied!is!a!lack!of!understanding!of!design!on!the!part!of!the!clients!as!well!as!planners.!The!observation,!though,!may!be!rooted!less!in!notions!of!technical!or!design!proficiency!and!more!in!the!structural!orientation!of!planning!as!a!reactive!practice.!Characterized!more!broadly,!another!midZcareer!planning!degree!recipient!reflects!on!planning!education!in!general:!“My!opinion,!I!think!it!is!political!to!a!great!extent.!But!I!also!think!planners!are,!just!my!anecdotal!experience!going!through!UNC,!is!that!planners!are!educated!to!respond!to!the!opinions!of!others.!In!the!grand!retreat!from!the!rational!planning!models,!the!collaborative!planning!model,!I!think!my!great!frustration!when!I!was!in!planning!school!was!that!it!didn't!feel!like!planning!stood!for!anything.”(003)!!!!!!
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Planning,!agency!and!disposition!! While!planners!are!in!ways!constrained!by!their!agentive!positions,!institutions!develop!a!character!of!their!own!that!seems!to!extend!beyond!the!careers!of!individuals!within!those!entities,!as!noted!by!one!of!my!respondents.!The!Durham!planning!department!has!a!particular!historical!character!that!seems!to!be!changing,!but!nevertheless!seemed!quite!shocking!when!I!first!encountered!it!about!a!decade!ago.!The!graduate!class!I!was!teaching!at!UNCZChapel!Hill!was!invited!to!participate!in!a!public!workshop!near!downtown!Durham.!Several!planning!staff!members!were!assisting!with!logistics!for!the!workshop,!but!the!real!facilitation!was!provided!by!a!volunteer!advocacy!group,!the!Durham!Area!Designers.!At!one!of!the!tables!where!attendees!had!been!distributed!for!working!sessions!to!explore!a!neighborhood!plan!for!a!historic!commercial!and!residential!neighborhood,!a!then!longZtime!planning!staff!member!made!the!point!of!saying!that!his!boss!Z!the!Planning!Director!at!the!time!Z!forbade!his!staff!from!“picking!up!a!pen.”!In!other!words,!they!were!to!demonstrate!no!suggestions!whatsoever!as!to!how!the!physical!plan!or!form!of!the!neighborhood!plan!should!evolve.!Having!previously!worked!on!numerous!public!and!private!workshops!and!charrettes,!I!was!both!perplexed!and!disappointed!to!find!this!spatial!silence,!this!reticence!to!guide!the!public!discussion!in!any!way.!The!staff!member,!one!no!longer!with!the!department,!was!seemingly!giddy!in!accepting!his!role.!The!exchange!exemplifies!characteristics!one!respondent,!a!longZtime!downtown!Durham!resident,!attributes!to!planning!in!the!city:!“But!I!have!never!experienced!a!moment!where!the!planning!department!has!come!out!publicly!and!taken!a!stance.”(003)!






!! The!quote!reminds!me!of!a!county!Board!of!Commissioners!meeting!several!years!ago!when!during!a!hearing!on!a!very!contentious!mixedZuse!project!the!planning!director!was!asked!by!one!of!the!elected!officials!whether!or!not!the!project!under!consideration!was!a!‘good!project,’!and!whether!it!was!the!type!of!planning!the!commissioners!should!be!supporting.!The!planning!director!avoided!the!question,!answering!instead!that!his!department’s!role!was!simply!to!advise!the!elected!officials!as!to!whether!the!project!complied!with!the!ordinances!and!requirements!that!applied.!He!simply!would!not!take!a!public!position!on!the!project,!nor!answer!the!commissioner’s!seemingly!reasonable!question.!Instead,!his!response!embodied!the!reluctance!‘to!offend’!and!to!‘say!what!is,!is.’!Another!respondent!captured!more!generally!this!tact!and!strategy!as!one!that!may!be!necessary!for!a!planning!director!to!remain!effective:!!“He's!not!out!there,!sort!of,!talking!at!events!and!presenting!a!vision!for!what!Durham!is!going!to!be!like.!My!sense!is!that!he!is!a!good!and!competent!administrator,!and!probably,!to!some!extent!he!kind!of!works!in!the!way!he!has!to!in!order!to!accomplish!things.”(003)!!! In!order!to!accomplish!things,!the!Durham!Planning!Director!has!the!difficult!reality!of!two!equally!demanding!bosses!in!the!form!of!two!different!elected!boards!to!which!he!responds,!through!the!respective!managers,!as!head!of!a!joint!CityZCounty!agency.!One!of!the!sitting!council!members!references!this!difficulty!and!the!resulting!split!directives:!“I!just!don't!think!we!let!them!do,!we!don't!give!them!a!unified,!because!it!is,!again!(pause.)!We!don't!want!to!extend!water!to!751!South.!Let's!put!the!legislature!aside,!for!a!minute.!But!the!county!commission!is!letting!them!run!sewer!from!their!damn!plant!that's!down!there,!that!wasn't!supposed!to!have!anything!to!do!with!it.!So!what!can!you!do?!You!can't!do!any!rational!planning,!visionary.!So!I!just!think!that's!a!big!example!of!something!that!I!think!is!constant.”(024)!!!! Even!in!instances!where!planning!reports!to!a!single!governing!body,!directives!and!priorities!can!change!over!time,!undermining!support!for!a!onceZembraced!vision.!A!municipal!planner!in!Chapel!Hill!captures!the!impact!of!changing!political!priorities!of!the!day,!despite!adopted!plans!at!the!local!level!that!embrace!a!specific!vision:!!“And!we've!done!plans!that!suggest!that!at!the!corner!of!Weaver!Dairy!Road!and!MLK!really!should!be!a!gateway,!you!know,!intense,!mixedZuse!development.!Well,!now!we!have!Roger!
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Perry!coming!in!with!a!Walgreen's.!And!nobody!seems!to!care!that!it's!really!not!dense,!that!it's!really!not!creating!that!visual!gateway!that!the!plan!suggests!we!need.!This!gets!back!to!that!cyclical!situation!where!now!we!are!in!the!frenzy!that!we!need!to!have!tax!base,!tax!base,!tax!base.!We!are!willing!to!sell!out!some!of!our!principles!to!get!it.”(006)!!! The!political!is!so!much!of!a!given!in!the!practice!of!planning!that!it!almost!becomes!an!afterthought!as!planners!describe!what!they!do:!“Of!any!given!day,!I!probably!spend!10%!on!what!I!would!call!'real!work.'!Writing!a!development!agreement,!because!in!order!to!get!to!that!you!have!to!go!through!every!conversation,!you!have!to!understand!the!project,!you!have!to!negotiate!with!people!until!you!can!finally!write!something!down.!And!then!there's!politics!and!all!that.”(007)!!! In!this!description!of!daily!activities,!the!importance!of!understanding!a!project!is!central.!But!what!does!that!mean?!What!insights!are!needed!to!‘understand!the!project’?!A!local!planning!director!speaks!to!the!importance,!as!part!of!the!development!review!process,!of!an!understanding!of!design!as!well!as!some!sense!of!the!private!sector!perspective.!In!describing!the!skills!and!experience!he!seeks!in!new!hires,!he!speaks!to!two!areas!of!experience:!“Not!trying!to!be!blunt,!but!one!of!the!things!I’ve!always!felt!is!that!if!you!come!into!this!environment!as!a!regulator,!and!all!you!are!doing!is!looking!at!codes,!you!don’t!necessarily!really!know!how!it!plays!out.!And!so!you!need!to!have!at!least!an!appreciation!for!that.!You!don’t!have!to!be!an!expert,!but!you!need!to!understand!that.”(018)!


































































































































Windows!of!opportunity:!action!and!delay!! First,!one!way!timing!appears!in!practice!is!as!windows!of!opportunity.!A!municipal!planning!director!raises!the!importance!of!this!point!to!his!own!practice:!“The!approach!that!I!come!from!is,!being!able!to!recognize!when!there's!an!opportunity!to!make!substantive!process!in!addressing!important!community!needs.!And!those!windows!open!and!close!at!various!times!depending!on!events!that!happen!in!the!community,!depending!on!the!interests!of!key!decision!makers,!depending!on!the!availability!of!certain!resources,!and!yet!one's!cognizance!of!those!opportunities!and!the!ability!to!seize!them!has!a!tremendous!impact!on!one's!effectiveness!as!a!practicing!planner….!“Yet!we!often,!or!we!don't!think!about!Z!it's!more!of!an!on!the!job!or!learned!skill!for!people.!And!yet!it!could!be!something!that!could!be!taught!in!a!way!that!could!help!people!out!of!the!gate!be!more!aware!and!more!effective!in!understanding!those!dynamics.”(010)!!! For!the!planner,!then,!actions!of!change!are!made!possible!in!part!through!supportive!political!and!administrative!leadership,!coupled!with!a!confluence!of!circumstances!spanning!the!fiscal,!spatial,!regulatory,!private!sector,!and!intergovernmental!realms.!The!ability!to!recognize!the!ripeness!of!these!opportunities!is!a!critical!skill!for!effective!action!regardless!of!positions!of!agency!or!disciplinary!orientation.!Such!attentiveness!to!and!the!ability!to!act!in!these!windows!of!opportunity!equates!with!a!form!of!power!through!timing.!Whether!such!power!is!deployed!for!good!or!for!ill!is!independent!of!the!importance!of!attentiveness!to!the!importance!of!timing.!!! Conversely,!power!can!be!deployed!through!intentional!avoidance!of!action!on!selected!projects!in!an!effort!to!channel!support!for!superficially!competitive!projects.!!“But!quite!honestly,!TTA!has!not!wanted!us!to!advance!the!freeway!before!the!project,!because!the!numbers!won't!look!good.!So!there's!been!a!little!'behind!the!scenes!working!together'!to!move!the!transit!project!along,!because!they!run!counter!to!one!another.!Why!would!we!be!converting!a!road!to!a!freeway!that's!running!parallel!to!a!transit!system?”(020)!!This!example!reflects!not!a!specific!disciplinary!expertise!or!orientation,!but!the!power!of!agency!and!the!associated!rationality!of!delayed!action!for!strategic!and!political!purposes!
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(Flyvbjerg!2002;!see!Flyvbjerg!1998a;!Flyvbjerg!1998b).!Yet!timing!also!enters!practice!in!ways!more!closely!aligned!to!disciplinary!orientation,!items!I!turn!to!now.!!!
Seeing!the!temporal!dimension!! Temporality!also!enters!practice!through!differences!in!understandings!of!what!we!see!and!how!we!talk!about!the!built!environment.!Places!are!viewed!quite!differently!based!on!one’s!personal!history!and!professional!disposition,!as!described!in!Chapter!One!with!reference!to!Alexandra!Horowitz’s!On!Looking:!Eleven!Walks!with!Expert!Eyes!(2013).!These!filtered!views!of!disciplinary!and!agentive!hues!result!in!conversations!in!which!we!may!be!speaking!past!each!other,!quite!literally.!One!prominent!planner!argues!that!the!contentious!nature!of!many!development!proposals!is!exacerbated!due!to!a!gap!between!what!the!public!sees,!i.e.,!existing!conditions,!versus!the!existing!zoning!that!the!developer!or!property!owner!may!be!referencing!as!a!baseline.!‘Reality’!is!constituted!differently,!shaping!conversations!accordingly.!One!‘reality’!is!what!is!allowed!by!current!zoning!of!an!area,!with!all!of!its!attendant!impacts!and!market!pricing,!while!to!the!general!public!‘reality’!more!closely!aligns!with!existing!physical!conditions!rather!than!those!vested!in!zoning.!! A!municipal!planner!captures!these!varying!temporal!lenses,!not!in!the!form!of!zoning!but!in!the!form!of!publicZsector!plans!that!take!time!to!materialize:!!“So!I!drive!up!and!down!here!and!I!think!about!those!plans!and!how!we!are!going!to!have!a!bike!lane,!and!we!are!going!to!do!this.!And!I!think!that's!something!I!think!about!a!lot,!because!you!get!that!sudden!reaction!of!people!saying!'why!is!this!happening?'!when!a!project!starts,!and!yet!you've!been!thinking!about!it!for!ten!years.”(007)!!! Later!in!the!interview!this!visuality!of!the!temporal!dimension!is!noted!relative!to!Chapel!Hill’s!formZbased!code!as!we!drive!through!areas!covered!by!the!newly!adopted!Ephesus/Fordham!code:!“So!in!my!mind,!the!Ephesus/Fordham!area!now!looks!totally!different.”(007)!…!“So!right!here,!that!vacant!spot.!Now,!when!I!drive!by!here!there!is!a!giant!retail!with!residential!seven!story!building.”(007)!!
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Like!developers!as!referenced!previously,!this!planner!is!revealing!that!what!is!seen!as!we!pass!through!this!portion!of!town!are!conditions!as!allowed!by!the!adopted!plan!rather!than!physical!conditions!as!they!are.!!! Physical!scenes!also!contain!latent!qualities!lying!somewhere!between!potential!and!inevitability!due!to!economics!and!market!demand,!characteristics!that!when!recognized!can!play!important!roles!in!planning!processes.!The!transitional!nature!especially!of!singleZstory!retail!with!large!surface!parking!is!captured!in!widely!referenced!strategies!of!retrofitting!suburbia,!a!phrase!in!part!popularized!by!Ellen!DunhamZJones!and!June!Williamson’s!book!(2009)!by!the!same!name.!Respondents!share!similar!perspectives!of!sites!along!this!corridor:!!“When!I!look!at!big!boxes!I!see!interim!uses.!So!to!the!extent!that!there!are!a!lot!of!big!boxes!and!a!lot!of!parking!on!that!site,!to!me!there!is!an!opportunity!to!rearrange!the!chess!pieces!if!you!have!the!cash!flow!to!do!it.”(023)!!! One!respondent!raises!this!temporary!nature!of!retail!specifically!in!terms!of!sites!along!the!corridor!that!prior!to!their!construction!as!singleZstory,!surfaceZparked!retail!were!envisioned!as!part!of!a!future!transit!neighborhood.!The!observation!could!also!be!interpreted!as!rationalizing!the!less!than!optimal!attention!given!to!fundamental!site!and!street!design!characteristics,!details!that!will!make!wholesale!retrofitting!more!difficult!than!necessary.!“Of!course,!New!Hope!Commons!and!Home!Depot,!those!are!by!no!means!transitZorientedZdevelopment.!So!that!kind!of!was,!I!think!some!of!the!thinking!on!the!Home!Depot!and!some!of!the!big!boxes!out!there,!and!even!what!happened!on!South!Square,!recognizing!that!those!were!all!developments!that!were!near!a!potential!rail!station,!and!clearly!are!not!compatible!with!it,!is!that!that!was!an!interim!use.”(020)![Yes.]!“And!these!are!big!boxes.!They'll!be!amortized!in!less!than!twenty!years,!and!then!you!demolish!them!and!build!up!when!the!light!rail!comes.”(020)!!! Some!owners!of!singleZstory!retail!centers!may!become!advocates!of!zoning!mechanisms!allowing!such!transformations!despite!having!no!interest!in!initiating!the!changes!themselves,!instead!seeing!the!regulatory!changes!as!expansion!and!enhancement!of!their!available!exit!strategies.!!
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Cultures!of!planning!research! !! Cultural!differences!in!planning!research!arise!not!from!epistemological!or!methodological!differences,!but!from!related!expectations!about!what!constitutes!‘significant!contributions’!to!scholarship!(Forsyth!2012).!Other!factors!that!vary!across!the!four!cultures!include!the!ratio!of!researchers!addressing!a!particular!problem!relative!to!the!number!of!research!problems!in!a!given!area,!the!positionality!of!the!researcher!as!part!of!or!outside!the!groups!being!studied,!and!the!scope!of!the!questions!being!addressed!(Forsyth!2012).!The!four!cultures!are!presented!by!Forsyth!as!a!call!for!better!judgment!and!broader!recognition!of!the!diverse!types!of!research!output!(Forsyth!2012).!Specifically,!the!four!cultures!are:!(1)!working!at!the!scientific!frontiers,!(2)!addressing!practical!applications,!(3)!assessing!practice,!and!(4)!addressing!enduring!questions!(Forsyth!2012).!!! This!research!falls!within!the!‘assessing!practice’!culture,!in!which!“a!researcher!practices,!or!studies!practices!intensively,!then!reflects”(Forsyth!2012,!164).!To!reflect!on!one’s!practice,!one!needs!a!foot!in!both!the!research!and!practice!camps”(Forsyth!2012,!164–165).!Others!who!do!this!type!of!research!“reflect!on!the!closely!examined!practices!of!others”!(Forsyth!2012,!165),!such!as!Schön’s!The!Reflective!Practitioner!(1983).!Further!details!regarding!specific!research!design!and!methods!employed!herein!are!included!in!the!appendix.!Moving!from!the!cultures!of!planning!research!to!ways!of!knowing!in!practice,!the!epistemologies!of!planning!become!even!more!variegated.!!
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policies,!and!infrastructure,!but!would!quickly!become!unwieldy!if!not!impractical!with!such!additions.!Relatedly,!this!recommendation!is!made!with!recognition!of!competing!demands!and!disagreements!about!curriculum!content!across!the!professions!both!within!and!outside!of!academia.!Nevertheless,!a!second!recommendation!is:!! Recommendation!2:!Offer!a!‘related!professions’!course!for!the!four!subject!disciplines!in!planning!and!design.!The!focus!should!be!in!comparatively!addressing!the!four!disciplines,!including!epistemic,!substantive,!and!instrumental!differences.!A!concluding!module!of!the!course!should!situate!the!history!and!practice!of!urban!design!within!this!constellation!as!well.!!! A!third!recommendation!also!arises!in!the!educational!arena,!derived!from!the!finding!pertaining!to!power.!Despite!professional!practice!courses!with!content!ranging!from!contracts!to!ethics!to!liability!topics,!educational!pathways!in!the!placemaking!professions!give!inadequate!attention!to!politics!and!power!as!dayZtoZday!forces!framing!professional!practice.!Power!has!long!been!a!topic!addressed!in!planning.!Yet!among!the!respondents!this!issue!was!articulated!explicitly!first!but!not!solely!by!a!municipal!planning!director.!Even!where!power!is!explored!conceptually,!there!is!insufficient!exploration!of!the!ways!in!which!power!shapes!and!is!shaped!by!professional!actions!and!by!design!outcomes.!Planning!literature!contains!theoretical!and!historical!lineages!of!power!but!limited!explorations!of!dayZtoZday!manifestations!of!power!in!practice!and,!separately,!in!place,!i.e.,!in!the!physical!spaces!that!result!from!embedded!practices!across!the!disciplines.!Research!is!needed!to!build!on!the!body!of!work!from!Forester!(Forester!1993;!1989)!to!Flyvbjerg!(Flyvbjerg!2002;!1998a).!This!type!of!research!is!an!example!through!which!planning!can!reassert!its!relevance!to!design!practices!shaping!the!contemporary!city.!!! In!the!meantime,!power!in!practice!must!be!introduced!or!expanded!in!educational!pathways!across!all!four!professions.!Two!related!recommendations!follow.!!! Recommendation!3:!Broadly!across!educational!pathways!in!planning!and!design,!introduce!or!expand!explorations!of!power!explicitly!relative!to!dayZtoZday!practices,!procedurally!and!institutionally.!!
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!! I!close!this!work!by!returning!to!the!axial!thread!noted!from!the!outset,!that!of!walkability.!As!an!exploratory!study!this!research!is!propelled!by!observations!of!outcomes!in!the!built!environment!where!resultant!conditions!seem!incommensurate!with!professional!obligations!relative!to!health,!safety,!and!welfare!for!the!general!public.!That!incommensurability!arises!in!the!ways!people’s!desires!and!needs!for!mobility!and!access!to!the!city!are!often!so!poorly!accommodated.!Failures!are!contextual!in!terms!of!the!configuration!of!uses!across!the!built!environment,!and!they!are!specific!in!terms!of!site!and!thoroughfare!designs.!This!research!has!considered!such!examples!in!suburban!and!urban!settings.!! Walkability!in!public!spaces!affords!people!the!experience!of!proximity!to!others,!separated!by!neither!the!exclusionary!dimensions!of!suburbia!nor!the!encapsulation!of!metal!in!what!a!transportation!engineering!professor!of!mine!many!years!ago!referred!to!as!“the!insolent!chariot!of!the!automobile.”!In!these!terms!walkability!resonates!foremost!as!a!social!issue.!Other!people!are!rendered!more!visible!through!proximity,!through!daily!encounters!at!a!human!scale,!encounters!that!may!be!unsettling!or!uncomfortable.!Such!encounters!relate!to!another!trend!in!education,!and!that!is!the!model!of!engagement.!!! Theologian!and!former!Durham!resident!Sam!Wells!describes!four!models!of!engagement:!working!for,!working!with,!being!for,!and!being!with!(Wells!and!Owen!2011).!These!models!comprise!a!spectrum!of!advocacy,!learning,!friendship,!and!social!change,!themes!that!appear!increasingly!across!educational!programs!at!the!collegiate!level,!one!example!being!DukeEngage.!Many!engagement!efforts!fall!within!the!model!of!‘working!with’!or!‘working!for,’!laudable!and!valuable!endeavors!for!all!involved.!‘Being!with’!constitutes!a!similarly!important!
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but!less!commonly!considered!model!of!engagement,!according!to!Wells,!one!of!being!physically!present,!of!experiencing!the!presence!of!others,!of!opening!to!a!social!connection!(Wells!and!Owen!2011).!While!walkability!guarantees!no!such!direct!social!connection,!it!does!place!one!in!experiential!engagement!with!a!small!piece!of!others’!daily!lives!(Jacobsen!2003).!Walkability!is!a!means!of!‘being!with.’!It!is!a!way!of!being!with!those!who!are!not!like!ourselves,!experiencing!if!ever!so!slightly!a!taste!of!what!it!is!like!to!move!through!their!shoes!through!the!environments!we!create,!and!to!share!in!the!public!spaces!where!civic!life!unfolds.!Perhaps!continuing!education!credit!should!be!awarded!for!walking!alongside!the!suburban!highway!experiencing!the!passing!sounds,!rattling!gusts,!and!the!heat!of!sundrenched!asphalt!underfoot,!and!then!preparing!a!written!reflection!on!outcomes!relative!to!that!embodied!experience.!I!readily!admit!I!have!not!walked!in!those!shoes.!Reflecting!on!this!exploratory!journey,!perhaps!those!are!worthy!next!steps,!a!different!journey!my!disciplinary!colleagues!will!join.!!
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APPENDIX:!RESEARCH!DESIGN!AND!METHODS!!! This!research!employs!the!case!study!strategy!of!inquiry!through!a!singleZcase!design!using!multiple!units!of!analysis,!as!described!by!Yin!(2009,!2012).!The!primary!unit!of!analysis!is!the!relationship!between!the!four!professions!as!evidenced!by!discursive!practices,!reflective!observations,!and!built!outcomes.!Multiple!research!methods!were!used,!including!semiZstructured!interviews,!field!observation,!participant!observation,!action!research,!archival!research,!and!material!culture.!In!addition,!Creswell!notes!that!one!approach!to!data!collection!in!qualitative!research!is!for!the!researcher!to!write!their!own!autobiography!(Creswell!2003).!Given!my!background!as!an!architect,!engineer,!planner,!and!commuter!of!the!corridor!and!Durham!resident,!this!research!is!informed!by!autoethnographic!methods,!specifically!by!analytic!autoethnography!as!conceptualized!by!Anderson!(Anderson!2006).!Analytic!autoethnography!is!characterized!as!work!“in!which!the!researchers!is!(1)!a!full!member!in!the!research!group!or!setting,!(2)!visible!as!such!a!member!in!the!researcher’s!published!texts,!and!(3)!committed!to!an!analytic!research!agenda”(Anderson!2006,!375).!While!most!prominent!examples!of!recent!years!fit!within!a!genre!of!evocative!autoethnography,!characterized!by!detailed!subjective!emotional!experiences!and!struggle,!analytic!autoethnography!as!a!craft!informing!this!research!has!a!historical!lineage!of!nearly!a!century!(Anderson!2006).!! Findings!are!interpretative,!a!fundamental!aspect!of!qualitative!research!(Creswell!2003).!The!research!exists!within!a!constructivist!ontology,!with!an!interpretivist!and!phenomenological!epistemology!(see!Abram!1996;!Friedmann!1978;!Lincoln!and!Guba!2000;!Maxwell!2005;!O’Leary!2005;!Van!Manen,!2014).!The!interpretivist!orientation!of!the!research!does!not!seek!causal!relationships,!but!rather!the!search!is!for!“themes,!commonalities!and!idiosyncrasies”(Clark!2007,!48),!in!this!case!in!placemaking!and!professional!practice.!!!!
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Data!collection!! Given!the!primary!unit!of!analysis!as!the!relationship!between!the!subject!disciplines,!interviews!comprised!the!major!source!of!data.!InZdepth!interviews!were!conducted!with!twentyZfour!respondents,!two!of!whom!were!interviewed!multiple!times.!Additionally,!several!respondents!were!contacted!subsequent!to!their!initial!interviews!for!informal,!topical,!or!specific!informational!conversations,!including!advocacy!related!to!light!rail!planning!in!downtown!Durham.!All!but!four!of!the!interviews!were!conducted!in!situ,!in!downtown!Durham,!Chapel!Hill,!or!along!the!corridor.!Half!included!mobile!portions:!walking!or!driving!several!sites!or!portions!of!the!corridor.!The!walking!interviews!as!embodied!experience!allowed!multiple!sensorial!influences!to!shape!questions!and!commentary,!at!a!pace!and!granularity!not!otherwise!allowed!in!an!interior!space!or!fixed!location!(Yi’En!2014;!Kelly!et!al.!2011).!I!conducted!and!transcribed!all!interviews!over!an!eightZmonth!period!in!2014.!As!I!discovered,!it!proved!especially!beneficial!for!me!to!transcribe!all!interviews!but!especially!those!conducted!in!the!field,!as!numerous!times!sounds!from!the!recordings!revealed!or!prompted!interpretations!and!explained!topical!changes!in!the!conversation!that!if!captured!solely!in!text!form!may!have!been!confusing.!Examples!included:!being!asked!by!strangers!for!directions!to!the!bus!station,!as!we!stood!only!a!block!from!it!at!the!end!of!the!contiguous!fabric!of!the!historic!portion!of!downtown!Durham;!the!sound!of!a!horn!blowing!as!we!were!nearly!run!over!by!a!car!running!a!red!light,!while!we!walked!within!a!crosswalk!with!the!pedestrian!crossing!signal!in!our!favor,!toward!the!bus!station;!and!hearing!the!warning!sound!from!the!bus!stopping!just!around!the!corner,!out!of!sight!from!our!position!amidst!the!outdoor!seating!at!the!Panera’s!restaurant!in!Patterson!Place.!!!! Interviews!averaged!about!ninety!minutes,!ranging!from!a!one!targeted!interview!that!lasted!just!under!a!half!an!hour!to!several!that!exceeded!two!hours,!with!a!few!nearly!three!hours.!The!longer!ones!inevitably!involved!food!and!an!outdoor!setting,!some!mobile,!some!not.!
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Participants!were!selected!based!on!their!accessibility!and!familiarity!with!the!case,!projects,!politics,!or!otherwise.!A!third!of!the!respondents!lived!and!worked!in!the!area!for!over!twenty!years,!with!a!quarter!having!done!so!for!over!three!decades.!Only!one!had!been!here!for!less!than!a!decade.!Some!participants!I!knew!well!in!professional!contexts,!while!others!I!had!met!only!a!handful!of!times!over!the!preceding!twelve!years.!Two!of!the!twentyZfour!respondents!materialized!through!suggestions!from!other!participants,!while!the!rest!were!targeted!as!a!pool!of!potential!participants!early!in!the!project.!Only!one!prospective!participant!failed!to!agree!to!my!request!for!an!interview!Z!a!junior!level!municipal!planner!Z!while!several!expressed!surprising!and!encouraging!enthusiasm!and!interest!in!the!research.!Final!selections!of!participants!evolved!based!on!the!flow!of!information!as!it!was!collected,!with!attention!to!representation!from!the!respective!disciplines!and!allied!positions!of!interest.!Saturation!was!neither!a!desired!nor!practical!objective!for!the!interviews;!rather,!the!intention!was!to!capture!different!disciplinary!and!agentive!perspectives!among!practitioners!familiar!with!the!case.!Lastly,!I!walked!to!about!a!third!of!the!interviews,!and!could!have!done!so!to!several!of!others!had!I!been!more!conscious!of!the!time!or!the!weather!on!that!particular!day.!!! Field!observation!occurred!in!the!formative!stages!of!the!research!and!to!a!lesser!degree!in!an!ongoing!manner!throughout!the!process.!Imagery!of!specific!conditions!helped!to!shape!the!exploratory!nature!of!the!research!in!dialogue!with!literature!in!urban!design,!street!design,!spatial!justice,!and!disciplinary!expertise.!The!field!observation!and!resulting!imagery!also!helped!in!selecting!specific!subject!sites!along!the!corridor,!informed!topical!questions!posed!to!respondents,!and!informed!the!routes!taken!during!the!mobile!interviews.!!! Archival!research!and!material!culture!included!newspaper!articles,!planning!and!engineering!reports,!state!board!regulations,!etc.,!to!confirm!or!explore!certain!comments!from!interviews,!and!to!inform!the!historical!and!narrative!descriptions!of!the!case.!Material!culture!included!brochures,!handouts,!posters,!and!presentations,!much!of!it!generated!by!the!Triangle!
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Transit!Authority!Z!since!renamed!Go!Triangle!Z!for!public!information!sessions!for!the!Environmental!Impact!Statement.!Other!material!culture!included!city!planning!documents,!and!project!documents!from!architectural!firms,!real!estate!developers,!and!leasing!agents.!Interview!transcripts!as!well!as!many!documents!regarding!transformations!in!downtown!Durham!were!incorporated!through!narrative!analysis!as!a!way!to!“uncover!perceptions,!experiences,!and!feelings!about!power,!power!relations!and!institutionalized!constraints!as!they!are!confronted!(or!not)!through!social!and!political!engagement”!(Landman!2012,!32).!Thus!archival!research!and!material!culture!augmented!the!primary!methods!of!interviews!and!observation.!! Lastly,!the!action!research!component!arose!in!two!specific!contexts!through!my!embeddedness!in!the!design!advocacy!community!in!downtown!Durham.!First,!contentious!public!discourse!especially!among!the!downtown!design!and!development!community!arose!in!the!weeks!immediately!following!the!start!of!my!interviews!in!the!spring!of!2014,!surrounding!grade!separation!for!the!light!rail!system!through!downtown!Durham.!The!transit!agency!had!made!a!quiet!change!to!the!proposed!plans!through!downtown,!with!little!notice!to!the!public.!A!veritable!firestorm!arose,!prompting!an!invitationZonly!design!session!at!the!Durham!Transportation!Center!for!about!forty!key!designers!in!the!city,!followed!by!numerous!presentations!of!that!work!to!key!city!leaders!and!elected!officials.!I!was!one!of!the!participants!Z!along!with!several!of!my!respondents!Z!in!the!workshop,!one!of!several!instances!of!participant!observation.!One!of!my!plan!diagrams!of!downtown!Durham!generated!during!the!workshop!was!the!first!image!shown!in!the!standard!presentation!assembled!by!the!Durham!Area!Designers!intended!to!convince!elected!officials!and!others!that!TTA!concept!at!the!time!was!inadequate!for!downtown!civic!interests.!!! The!second!instance!of!action!research!also!occurred!in!downtown!Durham!over!a!shorter!time!frame,!and!with!a!subset!of!the!local!design!advocacy!group!that!activated!the!
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transit!planning!work!session.!In!this!instance!the!topic!was!the!early!design!process!for!the!Durham’s!new!central!police!headquarters,!a!few!blocks!east!of!the!heart!of!downtown.!Specifically!at!hand!was!the!response!to!three!initial!design!schemes!presented!to!city!council!for!purposes!of!selecting!a!final!concept.!None!of!the!three!alternatives!was!deemed!acceptable!to!the!advocacy!group,!but!of!particular!interest!in!terms!of!this!research!was!the!formal!response!to!public!input!sessions!that!accompanied!the!architectural!firm’s!presentation!of!the!three!options.!In!the!architectural!consultant’s!original!presentation!of!conceptual!alternatives!to!city!council,!several!specific!public!comments!wholly!achievable!with!additional!care!and!thought!in!urban!and!architectural!design!were!dismissed!as!“nonZcompatible”(“Durham!Police!Headquarters!Complex”!2015),!before!our!group’s!intervention.!Laypersons!in!design!would!have!been!unable!to!contest!the!claims!of!the!consultants!without!fluency!in!the!disciplinary!languages!being!deployed.!Again,!I!was!part!of!the!group!that!prepared!specific!feedback!and!suggestions!for!purposes!of!steering!the!process!for!this!cityZinitiated!development!of!a!key!multiZblock!site!along!East!Main!Street.!Both!of!these!instances!arose!concurrently!with!and!independently!of!my!research,!but!my!involvement!in!those!processes!fits!O’Leary’s!definition!of!action!research!(O’Leary!2005).!
Data!analysis!and!coding!! Saldaña!speaks!to!the!importance!of!creative!impulse,!intuition,!and!trusting!one’s!instincts!in!qualitative!research!Z!as!well!as!in!teaching!(Saldaña!2009).!In!these!respects!qualitative!research!exhibits!parallels!with!architectural!inquiry!and!design,!and!to!characteristics!embraced!through!phronesis!and!contextualized!knowledge!(for!examples,!see!Drew!2000;!Flyvbjerg,!Landman,!and!Schram!2012;!Goldsmith!and!Elizabeth,!2010;!and!Jacobs!1985).!!! Transcripts!were!coded!using!NVivo,!a!qualitative!data!analysis!software.!Initial!codes!were!generated!through!purposive!rather!than!random!sampling,!using!thematic!and!structural!
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analysis!(Creswell!2003;!Guest,!MacQueen,!and!Namey!2012).!First!cycle!coding!methods!(Saldaña!2009)!used!in!the!research!included:!
• Elemental!methods:!descriptive!coding;!initial!coding;!
• Affective!methods:!values!coding,!and!as!a!subset,!beliefs!coding!mostly!focused!on!‘what!planners!do’;!!!
• Exploratory!methods:!provisional!coding,!with!categories!derived!from!initial!research!questions!as!well!as!personal!experience!in!this!disciplinary!milieu,!and;!
• Theming!the!data:!a!phenomenological!exploration!of!respondents’!experiences!as!practitioners!in!placemaking.!References!informing!the!thematic!analysis!included!Auerbach!and!Silverstein!(2003),!Merriam!(1988;!2001),!Guest,!MacQueen!and!Namey!(2012),!Stake!(1995),!Charmaz!(2006),!and!Van!Manen!(2014).!Themes!were!explored!through!the!iterative!structure!of!data!collection,!data!analysis,!and!triangulation!of!the!data!sources!(Creswell!2003).!For!example,!analysis!of!the!early!interviews!led!to!questions!in!subsequent!interviews!that!explored!not!only!the!role!of!educational!but!also!early!career!experiences!in!formulating!respondents’!impressions!of!disciplinary!roles!in!shaping!the!built!environment.!Through!the!process!of!‘theming!the!data’!the!research!evolved!as!a!phenomenological!study!(Saldaña!2009),!exploring!the!nature!and!meaning!of!everyday!experiences!as!planners,!designers,!decision!makers,!and!inhabitants!shaping!the!built!environment.!!! Second!cycle!coding!included!axial,!longitudinal,!and!process!coding,!with!multiple!matrix!queries!based!on!disciplinary!background,!sites,!and!perspectives!of!conflict!or!disagreement.!Three!key!axes!of!inquiry!constitute!the!conceptual!ordering!of!the!data!(Strauss!and!Corbin!1998)!and!form!the!basis!of!the!three!central!chapters!of!the!dissertation:!one!axis!is!geographical,!by!sites!along!the!corridor,!represented!as!lenses!of!place;!a!second!axis!is!
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disciplinary,!represented!as!lenses!of!practice;!and!a!third!axis!is!agentive,!represented!as!modes!of!practice.!!! The!final!coding!structure!consisted!of!34!primary!codes,!with!five!of!those!broken!down!into!25!subcategories!for!a!total!number!of!54!codes.!The!subcategories!included!specific!sites;!user!categories!such!as!pedestrian,!biking,!bus!commuter,!or!shopping;!and!particular!poles!of!conflict,!such!as!conflicts!across!the!disciplinary!categories.!
Validity,!generalizability!and!transferability!!! Triangulation!across!multiple!methods!of!data!collection!is!a!key!tool!in!enhancing!validity!of!the!findings!(Creswell!2003;!Yin!2012;!Maxwell!2005;!Guest,!MacQueen,!and!Namey,!2012).!Rich!description!is!also!an!important!approach!to!addressing!validity!(Guest,!MacQueen,!and!Namey!2012;!Maxwell!2005).!Maxwell!notes!that!two!specific!validity!threats!in!qualitative!research!are!researcher!‘bias’!and!reactivity!(2005).!My!personal!experiences!and!presence!within!the!research!are!embedded!throughout!the!narrative,!partially!to!allow!the!reader!to!ascertain!my!interests!in!particular!interpretations!or!representations!of!the!material!(Maxwell!2005;!Schofield!2000).!Reactivity!to!some!degree!is!inevitable!in!interviews!and!other!qualitative!research!methods!(Lincoln!and!Guba!2000).!One!way!the!reactivity!of!respondents!to!my!presence!as!an!interviewer!is!conveyed!to!the!reader!is!through!the!dialogic!character!of!extended!excerpts.!Discussing!interviews!as!qualitative!research,!Seidman!(2006)!cautions!against!a!doctrinaire!approach!to!validity,!advocating!instead!for!a!pragmatic!and!‘common!sense’!approach!to!understanding!and!applying!underlying!concepts!behind!the!specific!words.!Specifically!Seidman!(2006)!references!Maxwell!(1996)!and!Wolcott!(1994)!in!discussing!these!considerations.!Lastly,!validity!is!enhanced!by!extensive!use!of!direct!quotes,!a!strategy!to!“lay!bare!the!emergent!themes!for!all!to!see”(Guest,!MacQueen,!and!Namey!2012,!95).!! Lincoln!and!Guba!(2000)!address!generalization!in!qualitative!research!in!some!detail!in!part!by!shifting!the!terminology!from!generalizability!to!transferability,!an!especially!relevant!
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consideration!for!the!singleZcase!study!(Donmeyer!2000;!O’Leary!2005).!The!onus!is!shifted!to!the!reader,!in!part!through!their!own!experience!and!in!part!through!the!researcher’s!rich!description,!to!apply!judgment!in!assessing!transferability!to!other!settings!(Flyvbjerg!2011;!O’Leary!2005;!Donmeyer!2000;!Lincoln!and!Guba!2000;!Schofield!2000).!Lincoln!and!Guba!also!reference!Stake’s!(reprinted!as!Stake!2000)!articulation!of!the!concept!of!‘naturalistic!generalization’,!which!steps!away!from!a!rational,!scientific!conceptualization!to!one!that!is!“more!intuitive,!empirical,!based!on!personal!direct!and!vicarious!experience”(Lincoln!and!Guba!2000,!36).!Similar!distinctions!are!made!by!Maxwell!(2012).!This!research!is!not!structured!to!achieve!replicability,!but!rather!is!intended!to!“produce!a!coherent!and!illuminating!description!of!and!perspective!on!a!situation!that!is!based!on!and!consistent!with!detailed!study”!of!the!situation!(Schofield!2000,!71).!Findings!are!based!on!descriptive!inferences!derived!from!disciplinary!structures!as!the!systematic!components!of!the!phenomena!of!practice,!with!agentive!and!spatial!contexts!as!random!components!of!the!phenomena!(Collier,!Seawright,!and!Munck!2010;!Brady,!Collier,!and!Seawright!2010).!Analytic!leverage!is!achieved!through!deep!immersion!and!description!of!the!context!of!the!case!(Brady,!Collier,!and!Seawright!2010).!
Strengths!and!weaknesses!of!the!design!
! Both!a!strength!and!weakness!of!the!research!design!is!my!positionality!as!a!practitioner!and!a!user!immersed!in!the!case!study.!Yet!it!is!my!multidisciplinary!experience!in!practice!in!a!variety!of!locations!and!contexts!across!the!country!that!largely!has!shaped!my!interest!in!these!specific!topics,!a!key!characteristic!of!qualitative!research!(Schofield!2000).!Deep!description!is!aided!by!immersion!in!the!case!as!a!resident!and!as!a!practitioner.!I!believe!the!depth!and!breadth!of!my!experience!in!practice!allowed!several!of!the!participants!to!feel!comfortable!diving!more!quickly!and!deeply!into!issues!and!perceptions,!conversing!more!openly!in!a!peer!to!peer!context!rather!than!as!research!subject.!
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! One!weakness!of!research!design!is!the!complexity!of!the!research!question.!Epistemologically,!however,!a!narrowing!of!the!research!question!is!inconsistent!with!the!nature!of!the!exploratory!inquiry!of!richly!contextualized!interactions!and!perceptions!of!practice.!In!this!respect!the!range!of!contextual!conditions!across!the!case!is!more!important!than!an!inZdepth!comparison!of!urban!settings!or,!alternatively,!of!suburban!settings.!Within!the!case!a!crossZsection!of!conditions!is!captured!and!addressed!in!a!relative!sense!across!individual!and!disciplinary!perspectives.!!
Representation!of!the!work!! My!intention!is!that!representation!of!the!research!through!narrative!and!rich!description!contributes!well!beyond!the!site!and!region!to!contextual!learning,!the!advantages!of!which!are!articulated!by!Flyvbjerg,!Yin!and!others!(Flyvbjerg,!Landman,!and!Schram!2012;!Flyvbjerg,!Landman,!and!Schram!2012;!Flyvbjerg!1998a;!Flyvbjerg!2004;!Flyvbjerg!2001;!Yin!2009;!Yin!2012;!Toulmin!2001;!Maxwell!2005;!Brady!and!Collier!2010).!Beyond!narrative!representation!as!text,!imagery!from!the!case!conveys!what!Soja!describes!as!certain!types!of!spatial!injustice!(Soja!2010).!Rich,!thick!description,!appropriate!for!qualitative!methods,!is!used!through!narrative!to!convey!the!findings!(Creswell!2003).!Rich!narrative!is!a!valuable!representation!of!the!contextual!and!phronetic!knowledge!generated!through!case!study!research!(Flyvbjerg!2011).!Storytelling!can!also!be!valuable!as!a!way!of!practicing!planning!(Ivory!2013;!Forester!1989;!Mandelbaum!1991;!Sandercock!1998;!Sandercock!2010;!Throgmorton!1996;!Eckstein!and!Throgmorton!2003;!Eckstein!2003;!Throgmorton!2003).!Forester!(1999)!describes!the!value!of!practical!judgment!while!advocating!for!learning!from!and!using!stories!in!practice.
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